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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. Equities pushed higher in the first trading week of 2017, as recent domestic
economic data met or exceeded expectations. The S&P 500 Index rallied 1.70%
this week, while the blue-chip Dow Jones Industrial Average posted a weekly
advance of 1.02%. Markit US Manufacturing PMI, average hourly earnings, and
nonfarm payrolls all met expectations, especially after accounting for revisions to
the previously reported payroll numbers. The ISM manufacturing report surprised
to the upside as it climbed to 54.7 in December. That number surpassed both the
projection of 53.8 and November’s reported value of 53.2. The new orders and
prices paid components of the index accelerated from November to December,
going from 53 to 60.2 and from 54.5 to 65.5 respectively.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

While the equity market had a party and it seemed like everyone, save for Macy’s
and Kohl’s, was invited, the U.S. Treasury market had a slightly bumpier ride.
While the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note only fell 2 basis points on the
week, finishing at 2.42%, it had fallen to an intraweek low of 2.34% on Thursday.
Interestingly, this coincided with the intraweek low for the U.S. dollar as the euro,
Japanese yen, and the Chinese yuan all appreciated sharply against the greenback.
The yuan’s climb on Thursday also had implications for the digital currency bitcoin,
which saw its value deteriorate by as much as 20% over the last two trading days
of the week.

INDEX

US nonfarm payrolls rose by 156,000 in December, crossing the 2 million mark for
the year of 2016. The 156,000 number was slightly under the average of 2016, but
also marked a number of milestones. December was the 75th consecutive month
of net payroll gains, the longest since 1939. Teen unemployment dropped to
14.7% from 15.2%, the first time under 15.0% since the end of the 2008-2009
recession. African-American unemployment dropped to 7.8%, the lowest since
August 2007. Further, the percentage of Americans between 25 and 34 who are
unemployed dropped below 22.0% for the first time since September 2008. This
was also a new low for the number of part time workers who could only find part
time work.
An estimated 43,000 of the new hires in December were in the healthcare sector,
and mining, oil and gas extraction dropped to 3.7%, down from 11.2% one year
ago. Restaurants, financial services, and manufacturing also showed increases.
The unemployment rate rose slightly to 4.7%, and average hourly earnings were
up 2.9% year over year, and an annual growth rate of 2.9%. The final tally for jobs
created under outgoing President Barack Obama stands at 11.3 million.
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Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. equities finished slightly down for the week with the exception of a moderate
gain in the NASDAQ Composite. The consumer discretionary and technology
sectors were the best performers in the S&P 500 Index, while real estate and
energy were the worst performers. Small-business optimism in America increased
by the largest amount since 1980 as firms’ expectations for the economy improved
significantly. The NFIB Small Business Optimism increased by 7.4 points to 105.8.
Additionally, the University of Michigan consumer sentiment index fell to 98.1 in
January, though it remains near its highest level in 13 years. Potential political
policies seem to be driving consumer sentiment. Approximately 44% of
respondents cited government policies in the most recent survey, compared with
6% who mentioned them from 1960-2000.
Crude oil inventories rose 4.1 million barrels last week, up 7.1% from last year at
this time. Crude oil imports rose significantly as well, averaging 9.1 million barrels
per day, up roughly 1.9 million barrels per day. Oil prices were volatile for the week,
ending slightly lower overall. Mid-week oil prices posted the largest two-day gain in
almost six weeks, after Saudi Arabia reported it reduced production even more
than required by the recent OPEC agreement. Crude has advanced since OPEC’s
December deal to limit global supply, however it has not been able to sustain that
increase above $55 a barrel. This is likely due to concerns that rising prices could
spur more production, specifically in the United States.
The December Retail Sales report was released Friday. The month-over-month
change came in slightly below consensus of 0.7% at 0.6%. The majority of the
increase was isolated to vehicles. Subtracting autos and gas, retail sales were flat.
Brick and mortar retailers continued to look unsteady as department store sales fell
0.6% for the month and electronic and appliance store sales fell 0.5%. The data
suggests light in-store sales for the holiday season. Restaurant sales fell 0.8% for
the month, the largest decline in almost a year. E-commerce continued to show
strong growth as non-store retail sales increased 1.3% for the month.
The Producer Price Index (PPI) readings were also released Friday for the month of
December. The PPI measures prices received by domestic producers for goods and
services. The PPI reported moderate gains for December, up 0.3% month over
month and 1.6% year over year. The report was in line with consensus. The 0.3%
increase was driven primarily by food and energy. Energy prices were up 2.6% to
reflect the 7.8% monthly increase in gasoline. Food prices rose 0.7% for the month.
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Initial weekly jobless claims remain very low at 247,000 for the week of January 7,
below consensus expectations of 255,000. The data continues to suggest the labor
market is strong and stable.
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The post-election stock rally cooled off over the last two weeks as investors
adopted a wait-and-see approach ahead of Friday’s presidential inauguration.
Investors are waiting for more clarity on which policies President Trump will
prioritize in his first few days and weeks in office. The Dow Jones Industrial Average
fell for a fifth consecutive day this Thursday, its longest losing streak since before
the election. A pullback in the financial sector, which was the biggest driver of the
post-election rally, is the primary reason for the stock market’s recent weakness.
The financial sector was down 2.2% this week through Thursday.
A surge in government spending and credit growth boosted China’s economic
growth to 6.7% in 2016 marking China’s weakest annual growth since 1990.
Economists expressed concern that China is prioritizing its economic growth while
sacrificing much needed reforms such as too much debt and overcapacity. An
11.0% expansion in lending in 2016 contributed to an increase in the country’s
debt-to-GDP ratio to 277%, up from 254% in 2015. Economists speculate China is
relying on its old growth drivers of robust government spending and real estate
investment to improve economic stability ahead of important leadership changes
at the 19th Party Congress in the fall of 2017. The Party Congress is a twice-adecade meeting where the Chinese Communist Party’s top leaders are selected.
U.S. consumer prices accelerated in line with expectations on the back of rising
costs in fuel, housing and medical care which pushed annualized core inflation
(excluding food and energy prices) closer to the Federal Reserve’s 2.0% goal. The
Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 0.3% in December, matching the median
projection of economists, after a 0.2% gain the previous month, according to the
Labor Department. A string of sharp gains since late summer helped drive up
headline inflation by 2.1% for the full year, marking the biggest increase since a
3.0% gain in 2011. Americans are paying more for fuel, housing and doctor visits,
countering the largest decline in grocery prices since the Great Recession. The
spike in inflation has partly offset a steady uptick in workers’ compensation, with
real or inflation-adjusted wages rising a modest 0.8% in 2016. The cost of medical
care, another big expense, also picked up, increasing 4.1% in 2016 to register the
biggest increase in nine years, CPI figures showed.
New housing construction increased more than expected in December amid a
rebound in multifamily units. According to a Commerce Department report
released Thursday, housing starts jumped 11.3% to a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 1.23 million units last month. November's starts were revised up to a 1.10
million unit rate from the previously reported 1.09 million unit pace. However,
homebuilder confidence in the U.S. saw a modest pullback in the month of
January, according to a report released by the National Association of Home
Builders (NAHB). The Housing Market Index, a gauge of builder opinion on the
relative level of current and future single-family home sales, dipped to 67 after
jumping to a revised 69 in December. Despite the drop, the NAHB believes the
index “remains on firm ground.”

ECONOMIC INDICATOR
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Two reports released this week provided investors with a final update on the
housing market for 2016. Existing home sales declined 2.8% in December to a
total annualized rate of 5.49 million units. A lack of supply seemed to put pressure
on December sales. According to the National Association of Realtors, supply has
not been this low since 1999. According to Bloomberg, the total number of houses
on the market has declined by 11% since November. Despite the limited supply,
median prices have remained moderately stable. Fast forward to Thursday’s new
home sales report and the message is a little more jarring. New home sales
declined by 10% from the prior period, though prior periods have been revised
upward. The key indicator that is cited most is the three-month average, which
declined to an annualized pace of 568,000 units, the softest reading since June.
Alternatively, supply is starting to tick up and is 10% higher than a year ago. Prices
of new homes increased 4.3% from the prior period and 7% year over year which
could have affected the decline.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Turning to the broad economy, the preliminary reading of fourth quarter real GDP
was released, pointing to an economy slowing more quickly than expected. The
actual number came in at 1.9% compared to the Bloomberg consensus estimate
of 2.2%. The trade deficit is cited as the largest detractor in the report, while
consumer spending and business investment continued as a steady growth engine.
Likely thanks to a strong dollar and a softer global economy, exports dropped
4.3% while imports jumped 8.3%.
This week was one of the busiest of earnings season, as 107 S&P 500 Index
companies (or 21% of the broad index) reported their quarter ending in December.
Several notable, blue-chip firms that reported well received earnings were
commercial airline-maker Boeing, Co. software giant Microsoft, Corp., defense
contractor General Dynamics, Corp. and semiconductor manufacturer Texas
Instruments, Inc. On the negative side of the earnings ledger, network operator
Verizon Communications, Inc., upscale coffee retailer Starbucks, Corp., and
integrated oil giant Chevron, Corp. provided investors with disappointing earnings
in their most recent quarter or 2017 and outlooks that were less optimistic than
expected.
Of the 152 S&P 500 Index companies reporting thus far, approximately 74% have
issued quarterly earnings that exceeded Bloomberg consensus analyst estimates.
This is roughly in line with the 76% of S&P 500 constituents that exceeded
estimates for the previous reporting period. Aggregate year-over-year earnings
growth was approximately 4.4% for those 152 companies that have reported this
quarter, while aggregate year-over-year sales growth was a bit lower at 2.7%. The
highest levels of both earnings and sales growth this quarter have emerged from
the Technology and Health Care sectors. Looking forward to next week, widely
followed companies scheduled to report their December quarter results include
Pfizer, Inc., ExxonMobil Corp., Apple, Inc. and Visa, Inc.
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Reflation has come back into focus as U.S. stocks and the dollar rose amid
President Trump’s Friday morning comments on business tax reform.
Investors continue to analyze whether future Trump administration
economic policies may reignite inflation. U.S. stocks continued their rally as
the S&P 500 finished up by 0.87% for the week and touched all-time highs
Friday after President Trump’s announcement that he would release his plan
to reform the U.S. corporate tax system in the next few weeks. The U.S. 10Year Treasury fell roughly 8bps, or 0.08% for the week.
Crude oil inventories increased by 13.8 million barrels in the week ending
February 3rd to 508.6 million, posting the fifth weekly increase in a row and
pushing the YoY gain to 8.1%. Gasoline inventories decreased by 0.9 million
barrels to 256.2 million, but remain above the five-year average range. The
Baker Hughes North American rig count is up 21 for the current week. The
new administration’s policies have had a split effect on the oil and gas
industry. On one hand, the Dakota Access Pipeline and the reconsideration
of the Keystone XL pipeline have been interpreted as positives for the
industry. However, the possible border tax adjustment could have significant
negative impacts due to roughly 9 million barrels of oil imports per day.
Consumer sentiment is easing back but still remains very strong. The
University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index preliminary reading for
February came in at 95.7, roughly 3 points lower than post-election
readings, but still the sixth highest level of the cycle. The report described
how consumer views appear to be split down political party lines. Among
Republicans, the expectations index is close to record highs, while among
Democrats it remains near record lows. Overall, the readings in the report
were generally favorable.
The Jobless Claims report was released Thursday. The report pointed to
continued strength in employment as jobless claims came in at 234,000,
below the 246,000 from the prior report and below the consensus estimate
of 250,000. The reading was the lowest since November and one of the
lowest on record.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR
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American exports for December 2016 were higher for the month as the
trade deficit came in lower than expected at $-44.3 billion versus the
consensus of $-45.0 billion. Exports rose 2.7% for the month, offset by a
1.5% rise in imports primarily driven by automotive imports. The report was
also boosted by strong demand for U.S. services. The petroleum deficit
remained unchanged for the month at $6.1 billion. The report suggested
improved global demand and strong international trade for both imports
and exports.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The stock market’s rally stalled late in the week as the S&P 500 index fell
Thursday after seven consecutive days of gains, resulting in an increase of
2.5% since the close on Monday, February 6th. During the seven-day rally, the
Financials sector was the top performer, posting a gain of 5.1%. Shares of
financial companies rose sharply after last Friday’s announcement that Federal
Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo will resign in April. Tarullo informally held the
Federal Reserve’s top banking regulation position since the Obama
administration did not fill the position after it was created under Dodd-Frank.
The Trump administration suggested it will fill Federal Reserve vacancies with
officials that support lighter banking regulation. Financial stocks received
additional support from Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen’s semiannual
monetary policy testimony to Congress. Yellen signaled the Fed could consider
raising interest rates at its next policy meeting in March. Bank profits tend to
be supported by increasing interest rate levels.
Housing starts fell 2.6% in January despite warmer weather than usual.
Multifamily construction brought down overall starts with a monthly decline
of 10.2% while single-family construction continued to improve with an
increase of 1.9%. Building permits for future construction remain near postrecession highs, indicating home builders remain optimistic about demand.
U.S. consumer prices recorded their biggest monthly increase in nearly four
years during January as households paid more for gasoline and other goods,
suggesting inflation pressures could be picking up. On Wednesday the Labor
Department announced that its Consumer Price Index (CPI) climbed 0.6% last
month, marking the largest jump since February 2013. As has been the case of
late, a rise in the cost of gasoline accounted for almost half of the increase in
consumer inflation in January. The cost of filling up at the gas station has risen
to a nationwide average of $2.30 a gallon from just under $2.00 a gallon last
spring, according to government data. Core CPI, which strips out food and
energy costs, gained 0.3% last month after increasing 0.2% in December.
These figures underscore Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen’s congressional
testimony on Tuesday, at which she indicated more interest rate increases will
be appropriate if inflation picks up and the labor market remains tight. The Fed
has a 2.0% inflation target and tracks an inflation measure which is currently
at 1.7%.
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Adding further to inflationary pressure, last month U.S. producer prices
recorded their largest gain in more than four years amid increases in the cost
of energy products. Rising raw material costs are boosting producer prices
across the globe, notably in China, which is the biggest source of U.S. imports.
The U.S. Labor Department said on Tuesday its Producer Price Index for final
demand jumped 0.6% last month, which was the biggest rise since September
2012 and followed a 0.2% gain in December.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Major U.S. equity indexes traded in a relatively tight range in the holidayshortened week. The S&P 500 Index gained 0.7% to close Friday at an alltime high of 2,367.34. Traditionally defensive sectors including those with
relatively high dividend yields like Utilities, Telecommunications and
Consumer Staples, were the best performing S&P 500 sectors this week. A
back-up in the benchmark ten-year U.S. Treasury yield this week of
approximately 0.09% (or 9 basis points) most likely supported these S&P 500
sectors relative to the broad index. Meanwhile, the blue-chip Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA) fared slightly better than the S&P 500 with a weekly
gain of 1.0%. The DJIA, which closed the week at 20,821.76, reached its
eleventh straight all-time closing high on Friday.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Across the commodities complex, a further decline in natural gas prices was
among the biggest headlines this week. Warm weather across many parts of
the U.S. has reduced demand for heating oil and led to increases in storage
volumes. As of the end of this week, natural gas is both the worst performer
and most volatile member of the Bloomberg Commodities Index.

DJ Industrial Average

The last full week of February was full of important context in building a
picture of the U.S. economy’s path forward in 2017. The week started out on
Tuesday with U.S. existing home sales for January reaching a 10-year high at
an annualized rate of 5.69 million units, well above the surveyed level of 5.55
million units. In contrast, new home sales data was released today and though
annualized unit sales of 555,000 is a 3.7% increase from the prior month, it
falls short of the 6.3% rise predicted by economists polled by Reuters.
Regardless, the uptick in sales is reassuring following last month’s 10% decline.
Between the beginning of November and the end of December, the Bankrate
US Home 30-Year fixed average showed a rapid rise in mortgage rates from
3.5% to almost 4.2%. By mid-January the average rate was below 4.0% again,
suggesting new home purchasers may have been trying to act quickly to beat
the next round of rate increases.
Minutes from the policy-setting Federal Open Market Committee’s (FOMC)
most recent meeting suggested officials view another interest rate hike as
appropriate in coming months if stronger-than-expected labor market and
inflation data materialize. On Thursday, newly appointed Treasury Secretary
Steve Mnuchin, during a CNBC interview said, “the number one issue (of the
economic agenda) is growth,” and that tax reform is the greatest tool they
have. Secretary Mnuchin indicated that he hopes to have something passed
regarding tax reform by the August Congressional recess. He further indicated
that the administration’s priorities will be middle income tax cuts and making
the U.S. corporate tax lower and more competitive.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

3/3/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. equities hit all-time highs this week as the S&P, Dow Jones Industrial
Average and Nasdaq all hit new peaks on Wednesday. While stocks gave back
some of the gains later in the week, the S&P 500 was nonetheless up 0.7%.
Much of the positive sentiment came after President Donald Trump
addressed Congress in a nationally televised speech, promising tax relief to
the middle class and corporations, as well as an increase in infrastructure
spending and deregulation. Ten-Year U.S. Treasury rates also rose this week,
ending around 2.48%. Rates rose on rising inflation expectations, as January’s
PCE came in at the highest levels in more than four years. The year over year,
seasonally adjusted rate of 1.9% is the highest since October of 2012, and an
increase over the 1.6% seen in December. Much of the recent rise in inflation
has been in conjunction with a rise in oil prices, which have rebounded to the
$50-55 range from early 2016 lows of $26.21 per barrel. Core PCE, which
excludes food and energy, has remained steady, hovering in the 1.6-1.7%
range for the past 13 months, even as the labor market has tightened and
personal income levels have risen.
Consumer confidence rose to a 15-year high in February, up to 114.8 from
111.6 in January, according to a report released Tuesday. Much of the strength
in the report comes from the perceived strength of the labor market, as only
20.3% of those surveyed found jobs “hard to get”, the lowest level in 8 years.
This is in line with the weekly jobless claims level of 223,000, the lowest since
the recession and 104th consecutive week under the important 300,000
threshold. A four-week average of claims dropped to the lowest level since
April of 1973, dipping by 6,250 to 234,250. The February “present conditions
index”, a component of consumer confidence, rose to 133.4, and the
expectations component rose to 102.4 from 99.3, suggesting consumers are
optimistic about the present and future.
Home prices rose an impressive 5.8% in December compared to one year
ago, driven by a 5.6% increase in the concentrated, 20-city portion of the
index. Cities leading the way include Seattle, up 10.8% from last year,
Portland, up 10%, and Denver, rising 8.9%. None of the major cities suffered
price declines over the past year. The broad index is now 0.5% higher than
the July 2006 peak, although the 20-city index remains 6.7% lower.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR
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Finally, ISM manufacturing and nonmanufacturing indexes both came in with
impressive February levels, beating expectations by more than 1% each, with
both remaining above the key 50% expansionary level. ISM
nonmanufacturing, or services, rose to the highest level since October 2015,
coming in at 57.6%, suggesting that the service side of the American
economy is in the midst of a healthy expansion. The manufacturing report
also rose to 57.5%, the highest level since August 2014.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. equities experienced a slight pullback this week after touching all-time
highs during the previous week. Both the S&P 500 Index and Dow Jones
Industrial Average finished down roughly 0.4%. Meanwhile, amid rising
inflation expectations ten-year U.S. Treasury rates rose roughly 26 basis
points, or 0.26% to close at 2.57%.
U.S. employers hired workers at a strong pace in February, as non-farm
payrolls increased by 235,000 jobs beating expectations of 200,000 jobs. The
construction sector recorded its largest gain in roughly 10 years due to
unseasonably warm weather. Manufacturing jobs added 28,000 while retail
was a drag declining 26,000. Additionally, the December and January job
reports were revised upward by 9,000. Job gains have now averaged 209,000
per month for the past three months. Year-over-year wage growth rose to
2.8% driven by tight labor markets and minimum wage increases. With the
labor market close to full employment, wage growth could be pushed higher
in coming months and quarters as companies attempt to retain employees
and attract skilled workers. Economists believe wage growth between 3.0%3.5% could lift inflation to the Fed’s preferred 2% target.
The official unemployment rate in February declined to 4.7%, from 4.8% in
January, even as more people entered the labor market. The labor force
participation rate, representing the share of working age Americans who are
currently employed or looking for employment, increased to 63.0%. Initial
jobless claims rose 20,000 this week to 243,000. The weekly rise, which
comes after a low of 223,000 in the prior week, brings the four-week average
to 236,500.
The solid U.S. jobs report most likely will clear the way for the Federal Reserve
to raise interest rates at its meeting next week. This is after Fed Chair Janet
Yellen stated last week a March rate hike would “likely be appropriate” if
employment and inflation continued to evolve in line with their expectations.
Rising inflation, a tightening labor market, stock market gains, and a stronger
global economy all appear to be positive indicators for future Fed rate hikes. A
Bloomberg report released Wednesday stated the odds for a rate hike next
week had risen to 100%.
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Turning to commodities markets, an approximate 9% decline in oil prices over
the past week has tested the OPEC agreement to cut production in order to
erode a crude inventory surplus. Oil inventories spiked by 8.2 million barrels
for the week of March 3 as U.S. drillers ramped up production. The U.S. surge
in production will most likely influence whether or not OPEC chooses to
extend production cuts introduced last November. Inventories were up 1.5
million barrels over the prior week and up 7.7% from last year over the same
period.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
As expected, the Federal Reserve raised interest rates for the third time since
the 2008 recession. The Fed raised its benchmark federal funds rate by 0.25%
to the range of 0.75% to 1.00%. Fed officials’ median interest rate projections
indicate two additional 0.25% rate increases this year and three more next
year. Prices of stocks and bonds rose in response to the Fed’s announcement.
The S&P 500 gained 0.8% on Wednesday while the U.S. 10-year Treasury
yield fell to 2.50% from 2.60%, its largest daily decline since last June.
Inflation continued to accelerate in February. The consumer price index (CPI)
rose 2.8% over the last 12 months marking the highest year-over-year
inflation rate since March 2012. The recovery in oil prices continues to drive
headline inflation. Energy costs are 15% higher from a year ago. Core CPI,
which excludes the volatile food and energy components, remained stable at
2.2%. Stronger inflation is one of the supporting reasons for the Fed’s interest
rate increases. The Fed’s preferred measure of inflation, the Commerce
Department’s personal consumption expenditure index, was 1.9% in January.
The Fed’s target for this measure of inflation is 2.0%.
Multiple reports this week showed that the post-election increase in optimism
among businesses and consumers remains strong. The NFIB Small Business
Optimism Index retreated slightly to 105.3 in February, but remained near an
all-time high. Small business optimism has increased sharply since the
election as business owners anticipate beneficial policy changes from the new
administration. Another measure of business optimism, the Business
Roundtable CEO Economic Outlook Index, jumped 19.1 points to 93.3 in the
first quarter survey, which was its largest quarterly increase since the fourth
quarter of 2009. Consumer optimism also remains strong. The University of
Michigan’s consumer sentiment index increased 1.3 points in March to 97.6,
only slightly lower than the 12-year high of 98.5 reached in January.
Warmer weather and a rush of buyers trying to get mortgages before interest
rates rise further are helping the housing industry. The National Association of
Home Builders said builders are reporting more buyer traffic and improved
sales conditions. Single family housing starts reached the highest level since
October 2007. Single family permits for future construction also hit its
highest level since 2007, indicating home builders remain very optimistic
about demand.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Stocks and treasury yields rose slightly this week to close out the final trading
days of the quarter behind strong economic data which was largely in line with
expectations. Consumer confidence blew away February’s reading and
economist expectations coming in at 125.6, more than 10 points ahead of
forecasts of roughly 114.0 and February’s reading of 116.1. March’s confidence
number is the highest level in more than 16 years and continues a strong run
since the election. Surprisingly, the boost was somewhat evenly dispersed
across all household income levels and geographic regions. Jobs expectations
also improved, as the number of consumers rating jobs as “plentiful” rose from
26.9% to 31.7%, and “hard to get” fell from 19.9% to 19.5%.
The U.S. housing market continues to show strength, as the Case-Shiller home
price index rose by 5.9% in January, the largest increase in 31 months. Much of
this strength comes from a high demand for homes, particularly in the western
region, as Seattle, Portland, and Denver all showed at least 9.0% gains over
last year. Also noteworthy in the west region were San Francisco home prices,
rising 6.3% in the last 12 months after overheating for a stretch. Further
underscoring the strength in demand, February’s pending home sales rose
5.5% compared to January, marking the second highest level in more than a
decade.
Fourth quarter U.S. GDP was revised upward on Thursday, to an annualized
rate of 2.1%, barely beating expectations of 2.0% and up from the 1.9%
initially reported. The upward revision came in part due to increased spending
on gasoline and travel related services. The biggest contributor, however, was
consumer spending, raised to 3.5% from 3.0% previously, and an original
estimate of just 2.5%. Corporate profits increased again and rose by 9.3% in
the second half of 2016, the fastest pace since 2012.
The year-over-year change in the core consumer price index has been over
2.0% since November 2015, while the Fed’s preferred measure, core PCE, has
held relatively steady, advancing 1.7% on a year-over-year basis since
September. The push higher to 1.8% in core PCE during February combined
with the revision of January to 1.8%, indicate that the Fed is still moving closer
to its 2% inflation goal even as it continues to look for opportunities to raise
rates. The current level of core PCE suggests that the Fed is not yet behind the
curve, but if core PCE continues to rise in the face of rate hikes the Fed may
need to move more quickly than the market anticipates to prevent the
economy from overheating, a risk some members of the FOMC have noted
recently. For now, even with high levels of consumer confidence, the projected
path of rate hikes appears appropriate. Currently the fed funds future market
implies a 58% probability the next rate hike will occur in June of this year, and
a 57% probability that the Fed raises rates two more times in 2017.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
FOMC minutes released this week showed that most Federal Reserve
officials backed a policy change that would begin shrinking the central
bank’s $4.5 trillion balance sheet later this year. While no decisions about
the bond holdings were made at last month’s meeting, at which the Fed
announced a modest increase to its benchmark short-term rate, most
participants anticipated “gradual increases in the federal funds rate would
continue and judged that a change to the committee’s reinvestment
policy would likely be appropriate later this year.” The minutes revealed
that Fed officials mostly preferred to tie any prospective change in the
central bank's balance sheet reinvestment policy to the strength of the
economy. FOMC members also expressed continued uncertainty about
how White House policies would affect the economy, with only about half
of the voting members incorporating assumptions about fiscal policy into
their economic projections.
U.S. job growth slowed sharply in March amid continued layoffs in the retail
sector, but a drop in the unemployment rate to a near 10-year low of 4.5%
suggested labor market strength remained intact. Nonfarm payrolls
increased by 98,000 jobs last month, the fewest since last May, according
to the Labor Department. Job gains, which had exceeded 200,000 in
January and February, were held back last month by a slowdown in hiring at
construction sites, factories, and leisure and hospitality businesses; all which
had been boosted by unusually warm temperatures earlier in the year.
The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) index of manufacturing activity
retreated slightly in March from a two-and-a-half year high in February. The
components of the index suggest manufacturing’s uptrend in recent
months will likely continue. The new orders and employment components
are very strong and are near multi-year highs. Inflation continues to rise as
the cost for raw materials reached its highest level since May 2011. ISM’s
index for non-manufacturing activity also slowed in March, but continues to
display solid growth. New export orders, the best component of the report,
reached the highest level since May 2007.
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Vehicle sales declined 5.7% in March to a two-year low. Through March,
light vehicle sales are on pace to decline about 2.0% this year from 2016’s
record sales. This would be the first annual decline in vehicle sales since
2009. Weaker sales this year will likely have a material negative impact on
first quarter economic growth.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The holiday-shortened trading week ended with a risk-off tone, leading to a
weekly decline of 1.1% for the S&P 500, while the Dow Jones Industrial
Average fell 203 points to close at 20,453. Meanwhile, yields on the
benchmark ten-year U.S. Treasury note dipped 0.15% (or 15 basis points), to
close Thursday at their lowest level since November 10th. Gold prices
continued their recent positive momentum, rising 2.5% on the week. Market
environments where investors perceive increased risks tend to coincide with
falling bond yields and higher gold prices. A trio of geopolitical developments
which have unfolded over the past week has created a more cautionary tone
across markets: the U.S. military action in Syria, expectations of another North
Korean nuclear test and increased uncertainty surrounding the French
presidential election associated with the recent ascent of Socialist candidate
Jean-Luc Melenchon.
On the domestic economic front, U.S. consumer sentiment rose to a threemonth high in April. The preliminary sentiment index rose to 98.0 from 96.9 in
March. The current conditions measure, which assesses Americans’
perceptions of their personal finances, increased to 115.2, the highest level
since November 2000. This optimism has been driven by a robust labor
market and confidence that growth-boosting policies will continue under the
new administration. However, the expectations measures remain split
between party lines, with 69% of Republicans referencing a favorable outlook
for employment and economic policies, compared to roughly 28% of
Democrats.
The Producer Price Index (PPI), which measures the average change over time
in the prices received by domestic producers of goods and services, fell 0.1% in
March versus expectations of no change. When excluding food and oil which
fell sharply in March, prices were unchanged versus expectations of a 0.2%
increase. Despite last month’s drop in prices, the PPI rose 2.3% YoY, the
largest gain since March 2012.
Earnings season for the largest U.S banks started Thursday morning with JP
Morgan Chase & Co, Wells Fargo & Co., and Citigroup, Inc. reporting first
quarter results. JP Morgan easily beat estimates for revenue and earnings, as
its financial performance was boosted by record income in the investment
banking and commercial banking business lines. Wells Fargo beat on earnings
but revenue figures missed expectations. The miss was driven by higher costs
and weaker mortgage banking revenue. Wells Fargo continues to work
towards rebuilding trust with customers and shareholders following the firm’s
significant sales scandal. Citigroup reported earnings that beat on the top and
bottom line. Revenue from fixed income trading increased 19% YoY to $3.62
billion. Analysts remain hopeful that prospective deregulation enacted under
the new administration will provide a significant tailwind for banks.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
A more positive tone for risk assets emerged this week compared to the first
two weeks of April. Some concerns surrounding geopolitical risk and U.S.
military actions which permeated headlines last week seemed to abate. U.S.
stocks recovered most of their losses from last week, as the Dow Jones
Industrial Average and S&P 500 Index advanced 0.5% and 0.9%, respectively.
Industry groups more closely tied to the ebbs and flows of the U.S. economic
cycle were among the best performing areas of the S&P 500 Index on the
week. Those industries include railroad operators, auto component
manufacturers and consumer finance companies.
Yields on the benchmark 10 year U.S. Treasury bill closed the week at 2.23% in line with closing levels last week. Meanwhile, gold prices consolidated near
the $1,285 per oz. level following a 2.7% advance last week. Crude oil prices
slid more than 5% to close the week under $50 per barrel following several
reports pointing to continued increase in U.S. production. In foreign exchange
markets, the U.S. the Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index finished the week down
0.2%, extending its year-to-date decline to 3.8%. Over the three year period
ending December 31, 2016, this index advanced 24.3%.
This week was relatively light on economic data with the exception of the
housing market. Housing starts fell sharply in the month of March to an
annualized rate of 1.22 million units, reflecting a 6.8% decline from the
previous month. Declines were evenly spread across both single-family homes,
as well as multi-family units, which came in at annualized rates of 821,000
and 394,000, respectively. As a modest offset, the report posted strong
growth in permits, up 3.6% in the month to a rate of 1.26 million. The growth
was driven entirely by multi-family permits. Existing home sales continue to
accelerate, increasing 4.4% in March to an annualized rate of 5.71 million
units. Supply trends in the resale market remain unchanged, as an uptick in
supply was offset by rising sales figures.
Earnings season continued this week, with companies reporting solid revenue
and earnings growth. Dow member Visa, Inc. reported after the bell on
Thursday, beating estimates for both revenues and earnings. Visa’s
performance delivered sustained growth in payments volume, cross-border
volume, and processed transactions. The company also authorized an
additional $5 billion in share repurchases. Fellow Dow component General
Electric, Co. reported earnings that beat estimates on both the top and
bottom line. Revenue was propelled by strong organic growth; however,
shares traded lower on Friday as surprisingly weaker cash flow was the focus of
management’s conference call. Analysts are hopeful that GE's strong organic
growth is an indicator that the U.S. manufacturing sector is continuing to
improve.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
FOMC minutes released this week showed that most Federal Reserve
officials backed a policy change that would begin shrinking the central
bank’s $4.5 trillion balance sheet later this year. While no decisions about
the bond holdings were made at last month’s meeting, at which the Fed
announced a modest increase to its benchmark short-term rate, most
participants anticipated “gradual increases in the federal funds rate would
continue and judged that a change to the committee’s reinvestment
policy would likely be appropriate later this year.” The minutes revealed
that Fed officials mostly preferred to tie any prospective change in the
central bank's balance sheet reinvestment policy to the strength of the
economy. FOMC members also expressed continued uncertainty about
how White House policies would affect the economy, with only about half
of the voting members incorporating assumptions about fiscal policy into
their economic projections.
U.S. job growth slowed sharply in March amid continued layoffs in the retail
sector, but a drop in the unemployment rate to a near 10-year low of 4.5%
suggested labor market strength remained intact. Nonfarm payrolls
increased by 98,000 jobs last month, the fewest since last May, according
to the Labor Department. Job gains, which had exceeded 200,000 in
January and February, were held back last month by a slowdown in hiring at
construction sites, factories, and leisure and hospitality businesses; all which
had been boosted by unusually warm temperatures earlier in the year.
The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) index of manufacturing activity
retreated slightly in March from a two-and-a-half year high in February. The
components of the index suggest manufacturing’s uptrend in recent
months will likely continue. The new orders and employment components
are very strong and are near multi-year highs. Inflation continues to rise as
the cost for raw materials reached its highest level since May 2011. ISM’s
index for non-manufacturing activity also slowed in March, but continues to
display solid growth. New export orders, the best component of the report,
reached the highest level since May 2007.
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Vehicle sales declined 5.7% in March to a two-year low. Through March,
light vehicle sales are on pace to decline about 2.0% this year from 2016’s
record sales. This would be the first annual decline in vehicle sales since
2009. Weaker sales this year will likely have a material negative impact on
first quarter economic growth.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Earnings season continued this week, as strong results from high profile
technology stocks led major U.S equity indexes higher. Apple Inc., Alphabet
Inc., Microsoft Corp., Amazon.com Inc., and Facebook Inc. all reached
record highs on Monday. This was the first time these companies, the five
largest companies in the S&P 500, reached new highs on the same day. All
reported stronger-than-expected earnings per share over the last two
weeks. Later in the week, the energy sector dragged down equity indexes.
Energy stocks fell 1.9% on Thursday in response to a 4.8% decline in the
price of WTI crude oil to $45.52, the lowest price since last November. Oil
prices plunged after government data showed crude oil inventories
declined by 930,000 barrels in the previous week, less than half the 2.3
million barrel decline expected by analysts. Oil inventory has been closely
monitored by investors as a persistent oversupply has weighed on oil
prices. Oil prices were also impacted by news that Russia has not decided
whether it will extend the six-month agreement among OPEC and nonOPEC countries to cut oil production.
The House of Representatives narrowly approved a bill to repeal and
replace most of the Affordable Care Act. The bill faces an uncertain future
as it heads to the Senate. Multiple Senate Republicans have expressed
concern over the bill’s current form and it is expected to undergo
significant revisions. Current support for the bill suggests the Senate vote
will be very close. Health care stocks were modestly higher after the House
vote.
Initial jobless claims fell sharply for the week of April 29, to a level of
238,000. The reading came in below consensus of 246,000 and reverses
the prior week’s jump of 14,000 to 257,000. The data indicates the trend
of low jobless claims persists, suggesting continued strength in the labor
market. The strength in the labor market continues to pull down the
unemployment rate to 4.4% which is the lowest reading since May 2001.
Despite the tightness in the labor market, year-over-year wage growth
came in below the consensus of 2.7% with a reading of 2.5%. It remains to
be seen whether strength in employment will flow through to wages.
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The Federal Reserve kept its benchmark interest rate unchanged at its May
meeting held this week. The post-meeting statement indicated slower
economic growth in the first quarter was likely to be transitory and pointed
to labor markets which have continued to show strength. The Fed decided
to maintain its rate forecast which includes two additional 0.25% increases
this year. Following the meeting, the probability of a June rate hike based
on federal fund futures spiked to 90% from 60%. The probability rose
throughout the rest of the week and reached 95% on Friday.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
This week provided investors with several important updates on the state of
domestic price inflation. U.S. producer prices rebounded more than expected
in April amid rising costs for goods and services, leading to the biggest annual
gain in five years. On Thursday, the Labor Department announced that its
producer price index (PPI) for final demand increased 0.5% last month after
slipping 0.1% in March. PPI increased 2.5% in the 12 months through April, the
biggest gain since February 2012, after advancing 2.3% in March. Food prices
rose 0.9% after a similar increase in March. So-called core PPI, a key gauge of
underlying producer price pressures that excludes food, energy and trade
services, surged 0.7% last month and 2.1% in the 12 months through April,
both of which are records.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Consumer prices rose modestly in April as energy prices advanced after a sharp
decline in March. The Consumer Price Index (CPI) stabilized last month
following its first drop in a year, though a gauge excluding food and energy
posted the smallest year-over-year increase since October 2015. In April, CPI
advanced a seasonally adjusted 0.2% from the prior month, according to the
Labor Department on Friday. Excluding the often volatile categories of food
and energy, core prices rose just 0.1% in March. From a year earlier, consumer
costs rose 2.2%, marking the second straight month annual gains eased. Prices
were up 1.9% on the year when excluding food and energy, marking the first
time that the annual gain in core prices had been below 2.0% since October
2015.

DJ Industrial Average

The University of Michigan’s consumer sentiment index jumped to 97.7 in
May, above the consensus expectations of 97.3. The survey’s tracker of current
conditions remained unchanged at 112.7; however expectations rose from 87.0
to 88.1. Current conditions do not appear to suggest May strength for
spending but expectations are higher for jobs and income. The consumer
spending intentions varied as plans to purchase household durables were near
the highest levels in a decade, while intentions to buy a vehicle reached a
three-year low. Job openings in March increased to 5.743 million, up from
5.682 million in February. The JOLTS report also contains the quits rate, one of
Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen’s preferred labor market indicators. The
quits rate was unchanged in March at 2.1%; it had reached a post-recession
high of 2.2% in January. The report remains consistent with the tightening
labor market sentiment over recent months.
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Retail sales slightly recovered in April, increasing 0.4% but below consensus
estimates of 0.6%. Core retail sales, which exclude volatile automobiles and
gas, increased 0.3%. Vehicle sales rose by 0.7% in April following three
months of significant declines. Sales at department stores dropped 0.2%,
while online retailers reported sales growth of 1.4%. These numbers continue
to support the shift in consumer buying patterns to online platforms, which
can be seen in the recent struggles of large retail chains. While consumer
confidence remains near all-time highs, retail sales and broad-based consumer
spending have not gained significant traction in 2017.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Market volatility reemerged this week as a series of political woes and
potentially damaging media reports facing the Trump administration caused
investors to abruptly sell stocks on Wednesday. Assets viewed as safe havens
including gold, the Japanese Yen and longer-dated U.S. Treasury bonds, all
rallied in the final three days of the week. The CBOE S&P 500 Volatility Index
(VIX), which is a measure of U.S. stock market volatility, surged from 10.6 to
over 16.3 Thursday morning before retreating to 12.0 end of day Friday.
On Wednesday, the blue chip Dow Jones Industrial Average declined 1.8%
which was its worst one-day retreat since last September. Prior to the midweek losses, the major U.S. stock averages had been resiliently quiet despite
the building drama in Washington. The S&P 500 Index, which also fell 1.8% on
Wednesday, had traded in a very narrow range between 2,380 and 2,405 from
April 25 to May 16. In recent days, investors seem to be expressing uncertainty
that the Trump Administration will be able to focus anytime soon on the more
market-friendly aspects of its domestic agenda, including tax reform and
infrastructure spending.
In corporate earnings news, high profile national retailers Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
and The Home Depot, Inc. both reported first quarter earnings which showed
impressive sales growth in locations open more than one year, and beat Wall
Street estimates. Wal-Mart pointed to growth in its online platform as a major
driver of its financial results, whereas Home Depot continued to ride the
related trends of Americans allocating money towards home improvement
projects and rising home prices nationwide. The results of these two Dow
stocks were especially impressive given the broad-based weakness in most of
the U.S. retail sector in recent quarters.
Turning to notable economic data releases this week, the March housing starts
report was weaker than expected. The number of residential units in the U.S.
on which builders broke ground fell 2.6% to a 1,172,000 annualized rate which
was significantly short of the bottom range of consensus estimates, according
to Bloomberg. A notable bright spot in the report was single-family starts,
which rose 0.4% to an annualized rate of 835,000. This was contrasted by the
multi-family homes segment, which fell 9.2% to a rate of 337,000. Housing
permits (generally viewed as a reliable indicator for future housing starts) fell
2.5% for the month to an annualized rate of 1,229,000.
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KEY BOND RATES

WEEK

3-Month T-Bill

0.90%

0.80%

0.30%

10-Year Treasury

2.23%

2.21%

1.85%

REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK
New Home Sales (Millions)

1MO AGO 1YR AGO

LATEST
.621

Exisiting Home Sales (Millions)

5.710

U. of Mich. Consumer Sentiment
Real GDP (QoQ Annualized)

97.7
0.7%

Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.

The Conference Board Leading Economic Index (LEI) increased 0.3% in April to
126.9, building on gains of 0.3% and 0.5% in March and February, respectively.
The gains in the April index were broad based, driven by all of the components
of the index except for building permits and stock prices. The two largest
contributors for the month were the interest rate spread, as well as the
inverted average weekly initial claims for unemployment insurance. For the sixmonth period ending April 2017, the LEI increased at a 4.9% annual rate, more
than triple the growth seen during the previous six months.

Opinions herein are as of the publication date; and are subject to change without notice, they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which
may or may not be accurate over the long term. The week is calculated beginning with Monday's market open. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding
investment strategies, asset allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed. Do not place undue
reliance on forward-looking statements. The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security
or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Indices and sector statistics are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their respective asset classes.
Indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments and the income derived from investments can go
down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses more likely. Not a deposit, not FDIC
insured, may lose value, not bank guaranteed, not insured by any federal government agency.
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MAINSTREET
ADVISORS

6/9/17

FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. equity indexes were little changed this week as the broad domestic
stock market had a limited response to multiple events including
congressional testimony from former FBI Director James Comey, the U.K.
general election, and the European Central Banks’s (ECB) policy meeting.
The S&P 500 received a boost from the Financials sector late in the week, as
it jumped almost 3.0% on Thursday and Friday in response to the House of
Representatives passing a bill to replace several post-crisis banking reforms.
The bill is not expected to get enough support in the Senate to become law
in its current form. Another notable move in the markets this week was the
U.S. 10-year Treasury yield climbing above 2.20% after reaching a 2017 low
of 2.14% early in the week.
Crude oil prices were lower this week as the global supply glut continued.
Crude oil inventories were up an unexpected 3.3 million barrels last week.
U.S. refined oil product inventories were also higher, above 2016 levels and
the five-year range. The downward pressure on oil prices looks to continue
as demand has been weak and both crude oil imports and domestic crude
production have increased. OPEC’s promised production cut has failed to
offset increases in U.S. drilling operations.
Falling crude prices also played into Japan’s economy as the country
reported GDP numbers this week. Japan’s first quarter GDP grew at an
annualized 1.0%, down from the initial estimate of 2.2%. A drop in oil
inventories and a downward revision to private consumption were cited as
reasons for the lower-than-estimated number. Despite the headline
number, the data was perceived as an upbeat view of the world’s third
largest national economy. Private final demand and capital expenditure
were seen as strengthening; domestic demand was viewed as cautious,
while external demand is improving. The data supports the overall view of
Japan’s continuing recovery.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR
ISM Non-Manufacturing
Durable Goods Orders
JOLTS (Millions)

INDEX
DJ Industrial Average
NASDAQ
S&P 500 LargeCap
MSCI EAFE
Barclays Aggregate US
KEY BOND RATES
3-Month T-Bill
10-Year Treasury
REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK
Producer Price Index (YoY)
Consumer Price Index (YoY)
Retail Sales (MoM)
Housing Starts (Millions)
U. of Mich. Consumer Sentiment

LEVEL
21271.97
6207.92
2431.77
1894.49
2024.64

LATEST

3MO PRIOR

CHANGE

56.9
-0.8%
6.04

57.6
3.0%
5.63

▼
▼
▲

WEEK
0.31%
-1.55%
-0.30%
-1.14%
-0.13%

YTD
7.64%
15.32%
8.62%
12.50%
2.44%

12 MO
18.27%
25.19%
14.95%
13.08%
0.79%

WEEK
1.00%
2.20%

1MO AGO
0.89%
2.40%

1YR AGO
0.25%
1.69%
LATEST
2.5%
2.2%
0.4%
1.172
97.1

Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.

U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May’s Conservative Party failed to win a
majority in Thursday’s snap parliamentary election. Prime Minister May
called for the election in an attempt to strengthen the Conservative Party’s
negotiating position to exit the EU. Increased political uncertainty led to the
British pound falling nearly 2.0% on Friday. London’s FTSE 100 equity index
rose about 1.0% Friday partly in response to hopes that a weaker currency
will help export competitiveness and earnings of multinational companies.
The ECB left its monetary policy unchanged at its June meeting and removed
reference of possible future interest rate cuts from its policy statement due
to an improved economic growth outlook. ECB President Draghi said it is
still too early to remove stimulus because of weak inflation.

Opinions herein are as of the publication date; and are subject to change without notice, they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements”
which may or may not be accurate over the long term. The week is calculated beginning with Monday's market open. Report includes candid statements and observations
regarding investment strategies, asset allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed. Do not
place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to
buy any security or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Indices and sector statistics are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their
respective asset classes. Indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments and the income
derived from investments can go down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses
more likely. Not a deposit, not FDIC insured, may lose value, not bank guaranteed, not insured by any federal government agency.

6/16/17

FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
This week was heavy on economic data releases, with the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) meeting leading the way. Despite the noise, the
S&P 500 index finished relatively flat for the week closing up 0.1%. The
technology heavy Nasdaq closed down 0.9%, dragged down by sell offs of
mega-cap tech stocks such as Apple, Inc. (AAPL) and Google parent
Alphabet, Inc. (GOOGL). The dollar was able to trim some of it's losses
earlier in the week after the Fed’s decision to raise its benchmark policy
interest rate.
The Federal Reserve announced its third rate hike in the last six months,
even though inflation is running below the central bank’s target. The new
benchmark policy rate range is now 1.00% to 1.25%. The recent economic
data has caused the FOMC to decrease their median projection for core
inflation to 1.6% in 2017, down from the 1.9% forecast in March. The
members of the FOMC continue to try to understand contradictory signals
from the labor market and inflation. The Fed also provided details on how
they intend to reduce their $4.5 trillion balance sheet this year. The balance
sheet normalization program is contingent upon the economy continuing to
evolve as the Fed expects. Minutes from the meeting showed that officials
had already discussed setting a limit each month on the amount that the
balance sheet will shrink. Lastly, the “dot plot” data from this week's FOMC
meeting showed a median expectation of another three quarter-point rate
increases in 2018.
In a U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics report released on Tuesday, the
seasonally adjusted Producer Price Index (PPI) for final demand was
unchanged for the month of May, following a strong 0.5% increase for the
month of April. When excluding food and energy prices, producer prices
increased 0.3%, which comes in at the upper range of consensus estimates.
Services increased 0.3% for the month, which was primarily linked to
producers benefitting from lower energy prices rather than increased
demand. Year-over-year figures show a 2.4% increase in overall PPI, with a
rate of 2.1% when excluding food and energy prices.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

LATEST 3MO PRIOR CHANGE

Producer Price Index (YoY)

2.4%

2.2%

Consumer Price Index (YoY)

1.9%

2.7%

-0.30%

-0.20%

1.092

1.288

94.5

96.9

Retail Sales (MoM)
Housing Starts (millions)
U. of Mich. Consumer Sentiment

INDEX

▲
▼
▼
▼
▼

LEVEL

WEEK

YTD

12 MO

21384.28

0.53%

8.21%

20.59%

NASDAQ

6151.76

-0.90%

14.28%

26.97%

DJ Industrial Average
S&P 500 LargeCap

2433.15

0.06%

8.68%

17.09%

MSCI EAFE

1877.04

-0.84%

11.46%

19.65%

Barclays Aggregate US

2028.49

0.22%

2.64%

0.56%

KEY BOND RATES

WEEK

3-Month T-Bill

1.00%

0.90%

0.25%

10-Year Treasury

2.15%

2.33%

1.58%

REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK
Existing Home Sales (millions)
New Home Sales
Leading Economic Indicators Index

1MO AGO 1YR AGO

LATEST
5.57
569,000
0.3%

Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.

On Friday morning, Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN) announced that it would
purchase Whole Foods Market Inc. (WFM) in an all-cash deal with a price tag
of $13.7 billion. This equates to a price of $42 per share of WFM, a 27%
premium to the closing price on Thursday. John Mackey, Whole Foods cofounder, will remain on as CEO. This strategic acquisition will provide
Amazon with a network of 450 Whole Foods stores, and could propel
Amazon’s fresh grocery delivery business. Shares of grocery chains, already
feeling the competitive pressures in the thin margin industry, fell abruptly
after the deal was announced and continued to trade lower throughout the
morning.

Opinions herein are as of the publication date; and are subject to change without notice, they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements”
which may or may not be accurate over the long term. The week is calculated beginning with Monday's market open. Report includes candid statements and observations
regarding investment strategies, asset allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed. Do not place
undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy
any security or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Indices and sector statistics are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their
respective asset classes. Indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments and the income derived
from investments can go down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses more likely.
Not a deposit, not FDIC insured, may lose value, not bank guaranteed, not insured by any federal government agency.

6/23/17

FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The Dow Jones Industrial Average and S&P 500 Index posted fractional
gains this week, while the technology-heavy NASDAQ composite climbed
1.8%. The disparity between the best and worst-performing equity sectors
was especially sharp this week. An investor rotation seemed to occur,
pushing buyers away from more cyclically-oriented areas of the market
sectors and towards the higher growth areas. The S&P 500 healthcare and
technology sectors posted respective weekly returns of 3.7% and 2.3%,
while the energy and financial sectors declined 2.9% and 1.7%, respectively.
The technology sector saw some very well-received earnings reports this
week from enterprise software giant Oracle Corporation and marketing and
content software maker Adobe Systems, Inc.
Energy stocks’ poor showing this week was driven by another leg down in
crude oil prices to below $43.00 a barrel on Wednesday. Despite an
extension of OPEC production cuts, growing concerns of persistently high
U.S. supplies continue to weigh on oil prices. This week’s declines pushed oil
prices into a bear market, during which prices swiftly fell from a twelvemonth closing high of $54.45 a barrel on February 23.
This week provided investors an updated glimpse into the state of the U.S.
housing market. In May, existing home sales contract closings rose 1.1%
from April, the median sales price rose 5.8% year over year to a record
$252,800. Inventory of available properties fell 8.4% year over year to 1.96
million units. Meanwhile, median prices for new home sales increased by
16.8% year over year to a record $345,800, while the supply of homes
remained unchanged at 5.3 months.
These results suggest the supply of houses in the U.S. is most likely tight
and might continue to tighten. Further, housing prices could continue to
increase with the supply of houses decreasing as demand increases. The
supply of available properties is shrinking, with 24 straight months of yearover-year declines. Also, there are no signs of a supply rebound coming
soon with construction starts for new homes having declined for three
straight months and building permits touching a one-year low in May. The
housing market appears strong with current economic conditions of near
historically low mortgage rates, a healthier labor market, and rising wages.
As a consequence, affordability for first-time buyers might become more
challenging in the months and quarters ahead.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

LATEST 3MO PRIOR CHANGE

Existing Home Sales (millions)

5.62

5.47

New Home Sales

610

615

Leading Economic Indicators

0.3

0.4

LEVEL

WEEK

YTD

INDEX
DJ Industrial Average

▲
▼
▼

12 MO

21394.76

0.05%

8.26%

18.79%

NASDAQ

6265.25

1.84%

16.39%

27.60%

S&P 500 LargeCap

2438.30

0.21%

8.91%

15.38%

MSCI EAFE

1886.03

-0.36%

12.00%

11.80%

Barclays Aggregate US

2031.81

0.11%

2.81%

1.32%

KEY BOND RATES

WEEK

1MO AGO 1YR AGO

3-Month T-Bill

0.96%

0.90%

0.28%

10-Year Treasury

2.14%

2.28%

1.75%

REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK
Durable Goods Orders
S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller U.S. National Home Price NSA Index YOY
Conf. Board Consumer Confidence
Real GDP (QoQ Annualized)
Core PCE Index (YoY)

LATEST
-0.8%
5.8%
117.9
1.2%
1.5%

Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.

Opinions herein are as of the publication date; and are subject to change without notice, they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements”
which may or may not be accurate over the long term. The week is calculated beginning with Monday's market open. Report includes candid statements and observations
regarding investment strategies, asset allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed. Do not
place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to
buy any security or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Indices and sector statistics are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their
respective asset classes. Indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments and the income
derived from investments can go down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses more
likely. Not a deposit, not FDIC insured, may lose value, not bank guaranteed, not insured by any federal government agency.
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6/30/17

FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
A bit of volatility emerged in equity markets in the final week of the second
quarter, as the S&P 500 Index levels gained or lost at least 0.8% on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. The CBOE Volatility Index (VIX), often
cited as the U.S. stock market’s “fear gauge” saw its largest intraday jump
on Thursday since last summer’s U.K. vote to exit the European Union. In a
turnaround from last week, the technology sector was among the largest
laggards this week, dragged down by the European Union’s announcement
of a $2.7 billion fine against Google parent Alphabet, Inc. for alleged
anticompetitive activities. U.S. Senate Republicans’ announcement of a
delay on the GOP healthcare vote and Federal regulators’ approval of the
largest U.S. banks’ capital return plans were several other notable
headlines which added to this week’s bumpiness.
In fixed income markets, U.S. bond prices declined and yields on the
benchmark ten-year U.S. Treasury bond increased approximately 0.16% (or
16 basis points) to close at 2.30%. Market commentators have suggested
this was in part driven by increased expectations for “reflation” (an increase
in inflation from low levels) despite recent indications of a weakening U.S.
inflation backdrop. Meanwhile, the U.S. economy grew at a slightly faster
annualized rate of 1.4% in the first quarter compared to the 1.2% clip
announced last month. The upward revision in U.S. gross domestic product
during the period was spurred by a higher level of consumer spending than
previously reported.
On Tuesday, we heard from the president of the European Central Bank,
Mario Draghi, discussing the Bank’s monetary outlook. Draghi stressed the
need for prudence when considering easing monetary stimulus. He noted
that as the economy continues to improve policy changes will need to be
gradual to ensure the recovery continues “amid lingering uncertainties.”
Draghi avoided formal discussion of stimulus tapering and stressed the need
for persistence in maintaining monetary accommodation. Notably, Draghi
expressed concern that inflation remained low despite the economic
upswing, citing “extended price shocks, slack in the labor market, and a
changing relationship slack and inflation.”

ECONOMIC INDICATOR
Durable Goods Orders
Conf. Board Consumer Confidence
Real GDP (QoQ Annualized)
Personal Income
Personal Spending
U. of Mich. Consumer Sentiment

LATEST

3MO PRIOR

CHANGE

-1.1%
118.9
1.4%
0.4%
0.1%
95.1

14.0%
124.9
2.1%
0.5%
0.1%
96.9

▼
▼
▼
▼
▼

INDEX
DJ Industrial Average
NASDAQ
S&P 500 LargeCap
MSCI EAFE
Barclays Aggregate US

WEEK
-0.21%
-1.99%
-0.61%
0.35%
-0.43%

YTD
8.03%
14.07%
8.24%
12.57%
2.42%

12 MO
19.07%
26.80%
15.46%
17.86%
-0.17%

WEEK
1.01%
2.30%

1MO AGO
0.93%
2.21%

1YR AGO
0.26%
1.47%

LEVEL
21349.63
6140.42
2423.41
1895.75
2024.24

KEY BOND RATES
3-Month T-Bill
10-Year Treasury
REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK
ISM Manufacturing
ISM Non-Manufacturing
Non-Farm Payrolls (M/M change)
Unemployment Rate

LATEST
54.9
56.9
138,000
4.3%

Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.

We also heard concern about softening inflation from Janet Yellen during her
speech this week. She noted that inflationary expectations have been
slipping and productivity growth has been slow at about 1.0%. Yellen also
acknowledged that asset valuations are rich, though she stated the Fed
does not target asset prices in policy discussions.
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7/7/17

FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. economic data surprised to the upside this week, driving equities slightly
higher in the process. The U.S. 10-year Treasury yield climbed roughly eight
basis points since the end of last week, and has now climbed roughly 25
basis points over the last two trading weeks. Soybean prices were up sharply
during the week amid unfavorable weather conditions and a report from the
USDA that showed a record 89.5 million acres were planted, which was
lower than the average trade estimate. The drought conditions also sent
corn prices higher over the last trading week. Broadly speaking, most
developed countries saw their bond yields rise over the last week as the
market experienced some follow-through from comments made by
European Central Bank (ECB) president Mario Draghi about the
“strengthening and broadening recovery in the euro area.”

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Across the board, U.S. economic data beat economists’ estimates this week.
The Citi U.S. Economic Surprise Index went from -72.6 at the end of last
week to -58.5 at the end of this week. Of particular note, was Friday’s June
nonfarm payrolls report, which showed the U.S. economy added 222,000
jobs, far greater than the 178,000 economists had expected. Additionally,
both of the prior two reports were revised higher, resulting in a net revision
of another 47,000 jobs added during the months of April and May. The index
of aggregate weekly hours has now grown from 106.2 at the end of 2016 to
107.4 at the end of June, suggesting healthy growth in the labor market.
Another sign that the economy remains strong was the ISM manufacturing
report released on Monday. The report showed manufacturing in the U.S.
continued to expand in June, and did so at a faster clip than economists had
expected. Compared to May, both the new orders component and the
employment component displayed improved levels, while the prices paid
component fell over the same period. In addition to the manufacturing
sector expanding, the services sector, as measured by the ISM nonmanufacturing composite index, exhibited improved signs of expansion in
June, besting both the median economists’ estimate and the May reading.
The minutes from the latest Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)
meeting that were released on Wednesday showed the committee remained
divided on when to begin the process of unwinding the Fed’s balance sheet,
though September seems to be the most likely time as of now. The FOMC
was not too concerned about the transitory softness in inflation numbers,
but did express concerns about financial stability. Fed Chair Janet Yellen will
testify in front of Congress next week, but she will likely reiterate what was
revealed in the minutes. While recent data reports seem to support the
notion of a relatively strong domestic economy, they are less supportive on
the inflation front. If inflation trends do not cooperate, the Fed may need to
reconsider the pace of future interest rate hikes.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
7/14/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The three major U.S. equity averages shook off negative sentiment earlier in the
week to flirt with all-time highs on Friday. The blue-chip Dow Jones Industrials
Average achieved record closing highs on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Meanwhile, yields on the benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury bond declined about
five basis points (or 0.05%), while domestic crude oil prices advanced 5.4%.
The turning point for both domestic stock and bond prices during the week
seemed to be Wednesday’s market-friendly comments from Federal Reserve Chair
Janet Yellen during her semi-annual Congressional testimony. In her prepared
remarks, Yellen described a domestic economy which “…while growing slowly,
continued to add jobs, benefited from steady household consumption and a recent
jump in business investment…” Critically, she noted given the current economic
environment, the benchmark federal funds rate potentially “would not have to rise
all that much further” to achieve a neutral policy level. The prospects for fewer
rate hikes before the completion of the current business cycle was music to the
ears of both equity and bond investors.
Looking across the global equity landscape, several emerging market equity
indexes were among this week’s highest fliers. The Brazilian Ibovespa Index jumped
8.2% in dollar terms over the past five days after former President Luiz Inacio Lula
da Silva was sentenced to nearly ten years in prison on corruption charges. Lula da
Silva’s pending incarceration removes the chances of his running in the 2018
presidential election against pro-business interim president Michel Temer.
On the U.S. economic front, a Commerce Department report on Friday indicated
retail sales, a measure of consumer spending at stores, restaurants and websites,
decreased a seasonally adjusted 0.2% in June from the prior month. Retail sales
had declined a revised 0.1% in May, marking the first back-to-back sales drop since
July and August 2016.. Excluding automobiles, gasoline, building materials and
food services, retail sales slipped 0.1% last month after being unchanged in May.
These so-called core retail sales correspond most closely with the consumer
spending component of gross domestic product. Overall retail sales rose 3.9% in
the first half of 2017 compared with the same period a year earlier, outpacing the
recent trend for consumer-price inflation.
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U.S. consumer prices held flat in June as the cost of gasoline, airline tickets, new
and used cars and wireless phone plans declined further, signaling that inflation
remains muted. The Labor Department announced on Friday that the unchanged
reading in its Consumer Price Index (CPI) followed a 0.1% dip in May. In the twelve
months through June, the CPI increased 1.6%, the smallest gain since October
2016, after rising 1.9% in May. The year-on-year CPI has been softening steadily
since February, when it hit 2.7%. Core CPI, which strips out food and energy costs,
edged up 0.1% last month, rising by the same margin for three straight months.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
7/21/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The S&P 500 Index and NASDAQ Composite pushed higher this week on their way
to touching new all-time highs. Meanwhile the Dow Jones Industrial Average lost
a bit of steam to fall 0.3% on the week, weighed down by share price declines in
component stocks IBM Corporation, Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., The Home Depot,
Inc., and General Electric. Disappointing second quarter revenue growth in its key
technology services and cloud platforms segment pressured IBM shares, while
Goldman had its worst quarter ever in Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities
trading. Home Depot shares fell on concerns surrounding Amazon.com, Inc.’s deal
with Sears Holdings Corporation to sell Kenmore appliances on the e-commerce
giant’s website. Finally, General Electric stock declined following management’s
indication that 2017 earnings per share and operating cash flows will be pressured
by further weakness in its oilfield equipment business.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

In fixed income markets, U.S. government bond prices rose, as the yield on the
benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury bond dipped about 0.09% to close at 2.247%
(prices move inversely to yields). The pullback in yields over the last two weeks
from an eight week high of 2.39% reached on July 7 seems to have been driven by
Fed Chair Janet Yellen’s July 12 Congressional testimony comments that were
more dovish than expected combined with soft June retail sales and inflation data.
Bond market participants have slightly scaled back their expectations for more Fed
rate hikes in 2017. Fed fund futures market-implied probability of one more
quarter point rate hike in 2017 to a range of 1.25% to 1.50% stands at
approximately 40.8%, compared to about 43.3% last week and 45.0% in the final
week of May.

DJ Industrial Average

The U.S. dollar fell to a two-year low versus the euro this week after European
Central Bank (ECB) President Mario Draghi said the central bank plans to have
discussions this fall regarding the timing for reducing its asset purchase program.
The ECB’s current asset purchase program includes buying €60 billion worth of
bonds per month until “December 2017, or beyond, if necessary.” Expectations for
the ECB to start reducing monetary stimulus this year have contributed to the
dollar weakening approximately 10% this year versus the euro. Japan’s central
bank also met this week. The Bank of Japan kept its monetary policy unchanged
and lowered its inflation forecast for the sixth time. In recent months, central bank
officials in the U.S., Europe, and Japan have made comments expressing their
confidence in the strength of their economies, but inflation remains below their
targets.
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Turning to the domestic economy, housing starts rebounded 8.3% in June after
falling the previous three months. Economists suggested this spring’s weak activity
was due to more activity during the mild winter. Despite multiple headwinds
including rising lumber prices and shortages in labor and land, home construction is
up 3.9% in the first half of this year compared to the same period last year. These
headwinds have caused a recent decline in home builder optimism, but overall
optimism remains high compared to the entire post-financial crisis period,
according to a National Association of Home Builders survey.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
7/28/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
This week featured a multitude of economic data including the Federal Open
Market Committee’s (FOMC) statement and interest rate decision from its
July meeting and the initial second quarter GDP reading leading the headlines.
Despite the significant headlines, the S&P 500 Index finished almost exactly
flat for the week. The technology-heavy NASDAQ Composite declined -0.2%
following another tech sell-off on Thursday. Shares of Netflix, Apple and
Facebook each dropped over 2.5% from their mid-day levels on Thursday to
the close of the trading session. On Friday, shares of Amazon fell 2.5% after
the internet retail giant’s quarterly profit fell 77%. CFO Brian Olsavsky, cited
significant investments in strategic businesses as the reason for the drop in
profit. The increase in trading caused Wall Street’s “fear gauge”, the CBOE
Volatility Index, to rise 10.0% to 10.3, the first closing above 10 in the past ten
trading sessions.
Following their July meetings, the FOMC unanimously decided to hold rates
steady with the target fed funds rate remaining at 1.00% to 1.25%. For the
second meeting in a row, inflation proved to be the soft spot in the economic
data, as the FOMC’s statement described core inflation as “declining”. The
general economic outlook remained unchanged with solid employment gains,
and increases in both household spending and business investment. The
statement made by the FOMC did not offer much additional insight into the
tapering of the $4.5 trillion Fed balance sheet, only suggesting that it will
likely begin “relatively soon”, which was perceived to be as early as September
or December of 2017.
The first estimate for the second quarter GDP growth was released on Friday,
in line with the consensus estimate of an annualized figure of 2.6%. Business
investment was strong, growing at a 5.2% clip. The consumer spending
component came in at an annualized growth rate of 2.8%, with strong growth
in durables despite weakness in vehicle sales. Inflation data was weak for the
quarter, coming in at only 1.0%. Core inflation was similarly weak at 1.1%. In
the report, first quarter GDP saw a slight downward revision from 1.4% to
1.2% driven by decreases in fixed investment and inventories.
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Existing home sales fell 1.8% in June to a lower-than-expected annualized rate
of 5.52 million. After the reading, year-over-year sales are now up only 0.7%,
the lowest reading since February. Prices remain high as the median price
reached $263,800, up 6.5% from a year ago. Rising prices, short supply, and
stagnant wages appear to be offsetting favorable mortgage rates and holding
back sales of existing homes. However, new home sales have been stronger in
recent months, reaching a 610,000 annualized rate in June. This is the fourth
month in 2017 in which new home sales are above 600,000, putting sales on
track for the best performing year since 2007.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
8/4/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The first week of August saw the post-election rally extend into mid-summer
on the back of encouraging economic data in the U.S. and China and betterthan-expected profit growth from U.S. and European companies. The bluechip Dow Jones Industrial Average added 262 points, or 1.2% on its way to
eclipsing 22,000, while the S&P 500 Index traded in a tight range to close up
just 0.2%. Consumer technology giant Apple, Inc. advanced 4.6% following
its second quarter results which saw the iPhone maker post solid growth in all
of its major segments ahead of the widely anticipated release of its yet to-benamed newest generation iPhone.
As of the end of this week, second quarter earnings season for the S&P 500
index is approximately 80% complete. Both earnings growth and sales
growth trends have been rather encouraging. According to Bloomberg data
for S&P 500 companies which have reported, aggregate earnings growth in
the quarter compared to the same period a year ago is about 9.7%, while
aggregate year-over-year sales growth is 5.3%. Sales growth trends are
particularly encouraging, given a significant portion of earnings growth in
recent years has been driven by a combination of cost cuts and share
buybacks.
On the domestic economic front, July’s U.S. nonfarm payroll employment
increased in July by 209,000 new jobs, coming in above consensus estimates.
Leisure and hospitality employment saw its largest increase of jobs since
September 2015 with 62,000 new jobs. June’s payroll was revised up to
231,000 from the previously reported 222,000 new jobs. Average hourly
earnings increased 9 cents, or 0.3%, while year-over-year wage growth was
2.5%. The unemployment rate dropped 0.1% to 4.3% matching the 16-year
low from May.
Job growth has been healthy thus far in 2017, but it has tapered off slightly
when compared to 2015 and 2016. In the first seven months of 2017,
1,290,000 nonfarm jobs were created versus 1,372,000 and 1,624,000 for the
same time period in 2016 and 2015, respectively. From February 2008
through February 2010, the U.S. economy lost approximately 8.7 million jobs.
It took 51 months until May 2014 to recover all of those lost jobs. In the 38
months from June 2014 through July 2017 the economy has created 8.1
million jobs, translating to an average monthly gain of 212,000.
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Market participants will be looking for clues from the Federal Reserve about
the possible effect of July’s job growth on their plans for the near-term path
of short-term interest rates. Following Friday’s jobs report, the marketimplied probability of another quarter-point rate hike at the Fed’s December
meeting increased from 37.4% to 40.2%
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
8/11/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Turbulence emerged across most risk asset markets this week after a steady
upward climb for the last seven months. Beginning Tuesday afternoon and
accelerating into Wednesday, investors sold stocks worldwide in response to
a series of public warnings between the North Korean government and
President Trump regarding the isolated regime in Pyongyang’s increasingly
aggressive missile tests. In the U.S. the S&P 500 Index declined 1.4%, erasing
all gains from the previous three weeks. Meanwhile, the thirty-stock bluechip Dow Jones Industrial Average fared slightly better, as investor demand
for consumer-oriented components McDonald’s Corp., Home Depot, Inc. and
Procter & Gamble Co. helped keep the benchmarks’ weekly loss to 1.1%. In
commodity markets, U.S. crude oil prices dipped 1.9% to close below $49 per
barrel, while gold prices advanced 2.4% against a more volatile market
backdrop. In the U.S. bond market, investors bid up prices of government
debt, as yields on the benchmark U.S. ten-year note fell 0.09% to close at
2.19%.
Thirty-four S&P 500 Index companies reported their most recent quarterly
results this week, led by a mixed batch from notable, embattled retailers
including Kohl’s Corp., Macy’s Inc. and Nordstrom Inc. With approximately
85% of S&P 500 second quarter earnings complete, the trends remain strong.
Corporate profits in the second quarter have beaten estimates for more than
three quarters of S&P 500 companies. Strengthening foreign sales and
overseas demand helped drive multinational U.S. companies’ sales and
profits. Meanwhile, a weakening dollar has also been a boon for U.S.
multinationals, as it makes American exports cheaper and increases the dollar
value of international sales. The S&P 500 technology sector had a
particularly strong earnings season, with 94% of companies that reported as
of today surpassing Bloomberg earnings-per-share estimates.
Inflation data releases were the headliners this week on the economic front.
On Thursday, the July Producer Price Index (PPI) numbers were reported. The
PPI is used as gauge for the change in prices received by domestic producers
of goods and services. The report came in below consensus for July at -0.1%
and 1.9% year over year. Services were the greatest concern in this report
with overall services down 0.2%. Trades services were down 0.5%, largely
due to price weakness for chemicals and machinery. On the consumer side of
inflation, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) reported a 0.1% increase for July
and 1.7 % year over year. Vehicle sales continued to show weakness, down
0.5% for the month. Lodging prices were 4.2% lower as hotels cut prices.
Medical care costs continued to rise, up 0.4% for the month. The recent
weakness in inflation has cast doubts of the Federal Reserve’s ability to
unwind its balance sheet and tighten monetary conditions if inflation remains
consistently below the Federal Reserve’s 2.0% target rate.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
8/18/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
In the face of mixed economic data releases and more political controversy in
Washington, domestic equity indexes ended the week with only moderate losses.
Fears of a military conflict between the United States and North Korea subsided
early in the week. Then, investor uncertainty increased on Thursday in reaction to
remarks from President Trump regarding last weekend’s violence in Virginia,
rumors about key Cabinet member resignations and Thursday’s terrorist attacks in
Barcelona. In bond markets, the yield on the U.S. 10-year Treasury note pushed
higher earlier in the week, touching 2.27% Tuesday, before dipping to 2.19% on
Friday to close the week with little overall change.
Retail sales bounced back in July following weaker-than-expected readings in
April, May and June. July sales appeared to be boosted by Amazon Prime Day and
an increase in demand for autos. Sales grew 0.6%, beating expectations of a 0.4%
gain after falling in June. July’s reading was the highest since December, as
Americans spent more on almost all goods, with clothes, gasoline, and sales at
electronics stores as detractors.
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Housing data released this week were disappointing, as housing starts fell 5.6%
relative to July 2016, and 4.8% compared to June. The seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 1.16 million units missed forecasts of around 1.23 million. Housing permits
fell 4.1% versus June, although they still rose 4.1% compared with July 2016. On a
year-to-date basis, housing starts are about 2.5% higher than they were last year,
while building permit applications are up 5.6%.

Barclays Aggregate US

A positive note for the week was continued strength in the domestic labor market
as jobless claims decreased by 12,000 to 232,000. This marked the lowest level of
jobless claims since the last week of February which had a reading of 227,000 –
the lowest level in the data series since November 1973. This dragged the less
volatile four-week average down to 240,500 from 241,000, and marked the
128th consecutive week below the key 300,000 mark.

REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK

Industrial production in July expanded again but at a smaller rate, as car makers
dragged down output once again. Utilities production was the biggest gainer,
rising 1.6% to offset a major disappointment in June. Mining output also rose for
the fourth consecutive month but manufacturer output fell 0.1%, marking a third
decrease in five months which was largely due to auto production falling 3.5%.

Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.
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Minutes from July’s FOMC meeting were released on Wednesday and indicated
committee members remain divided on additional rate hikes later this year, with
some members concerned about recent softness of inflation data. FOMC Chair
Janet Yellen’s preferred measure of inflation, year-over-year core-PCE, was just
1.5% in June which is well below the central bank’s stated 2.0% target. One area
of agreement was the need to reduce the Fed’s $4.5 trillion balance sheet
“relatively soon”, with an update in September widely expected. Fed futures
currently price in about a 50% chance for a rate hike before the end of the year,
and almost no chance in September.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
8/25/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Positive sentiment returned to U.S. equity markets this week following an air
pocket over the last two weeks which saw the S&P 500 Index decline 2.1% from
August 4 to August 21. This week, both the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial
Average advanced at least 0.7%, as investors seemed buoyed by reports of
progress on efforts to reform the U.S. corporate tax code. The advances
materialized despite increased concerns of a federal government shutdown related
to debt ceiling negotiations and potential funding for a Southern border wall.
In fixed income markets, prices on the benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury note rose
slightly, as yields fell 0.02% from 2.19% to 2.17%. Yields are above their year-todate intraday low of 2.10% which was reached on June 14, but well below their
post-election high of 2.63% from March 13. In commodity markets, U.S. crude oil
prices declined 1.8% on the week, while gasoline prices advanced 2.1% as
Hurricane Harvey bore down on the refineries of Texas’ gulf coast.
At this week’s gathering of global central bankers in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, most
observers were especially interested in comments from headliners Fed Chair Janet
Yellen and her ECB counterpart, Mario Draghi. On Friday, Yellen focused on the
benefits of post-crisis financial regulations, arguing that any rollback of regulatory
reform implemented in the last nine years should be “modest.” Yellen’s term as Fed
Chair ends in February, creating speculation about whether President Trump will
reappoint her or possibly turn to Director of the Economic Council and former
Goldman Sachs COO, Gary Cohn.
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REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK
Investors received an update on the U.S. housing market this week, as sales of
previously owned homes dropped to their lowest level of the year in July. The
dynamics of lean supply and strong demand continue to exert strain. Existing home
sales decreased 1.3% last month, according to a report released by the National
Association of Realtors, to an annual rate of 5.44 million in July after tumbling
2.0% to a downwardly revised 5.51 million in June. Inventories were 9% lower than
a year ago, suggesting supply pressures. New home sales also fell in July, dropping
to their lowest level in seven months. The Commerce Department announced that
new home sales dropped 9.4% to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 571,000
units last month, the lowest level since December 2016. New home sales, which
account for nearly 10% of overall housing sales, declined 8.9% since July 2016.
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Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.

On Friday, the Commerce Department reported a sharp pullback in July durable
goods orders. Durable goods, items meant to last at least three years, plunged
6.8% in July after surging 6.4% in June. The larger-than-expected pullback in
orders was due to a 19.0% drop in orders for transportation equipment, a month
after a one-time surge in orders for civilian aircraft related to Boeing orders from
the June Paris Air Show. Encouragingly, orders for core capital goods, a proxy for
business investment, rose 0.4% in July.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
9/1/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The impact of Tropical Storm Harvey caused shares of energy and insurance
companies to weigh on the U.S. stock market early in the week, but upbeat
economic data boosted the market later in the week. Energy and insurance stocks
fell Monday and Tuesday as the storm forced almost a quarter of U.S. oil refiners to
close. Analysts estimate the economic cost from flood and wind damage could be
tens of billions of dollars, making Harvey one of the most costly natural disasters
in U.S. history. On the international front, the markets received another jolt
Tuesday morning when North Korea fired a missile over Japan. This latest incident
caused investors to seek out safe haven assets, which led to the U.S. 10-year
Treasury yield falling to a 2017 low of 2.09% that morning, before recovering later
in the session.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

According to the Conference Board, consumer confidence currently stands at its
second highest level since 2000. Both the current conditions and expectations
components showed improvement from the prior month, with the former rising to
151.2, its highest level since July 2001. After initially estimating that gross
domestic product increased 2.6% during the second quarter, the Commerce
Department’s second estimate shows the economy likely expanded at 3% during
that time. The upward revision was largely driven by consumer spending and
nonresidential fixed investment.

DJ Industrial Average

Despite the high level of consumer confidence, GDP growth, and the relatively
tight labor market in the U.S., core inflation remains subdued, and actually seems
to be trending away from the Fed’s inflation target of 2%. The Personal
Consumption Expenditure Core Price Index, the Fed’s preferred measure of
inflation, showed that prices in July had only increased 1.4% over the prior twelve
months. While the Fed has failed to reach its inflation target since it began raising
rates, financial conditions have actually grown looser, which has driven a debate
among members of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) about raising
rates further. It appears that roughly half of the members want to wait to see
inflation begin trending towards two percent again before raising rates, while the
other half wants to continue raising rates. Based on data from the futures market,
investors appear to believe that the FOMC will be forced to delay their pace of rate
hikes.
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Friday’s August employment report was mildly disappointing, with growth of
payrolls and wages slowing more than expected. Payrolls grew 156,000 versus
analysts’ expectations of 180,000. Wages barely grew in August, up just 0.1%, and
the unemployment rate ticked up to 4.4% from 4.3% in July. There may be a
seasonal bias in August employment data since the month has been unusually
weak the last three years. Tropical Storm Harvey did not impact the report as the
storm hit after the survey period.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
9/8/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The three major U.S. equity averages all gave back some of their gains from last
week in the holiday-shortened first week of September. The S&P 500 Index, Dow
Jones Industrial Average and NASDAQ Composite were unable to shake off
Tuesday’s negative sentiment following a three-day weekend which saw rising
tensions on the Korean peninsula and Hurricane Irma on a path towards a Florida
landfall. Despite this week’s moderate losses, all three benchmarks have rallied at
least 10.0% year to date through today’s close. In a surprise deal, President Trump
agreed with Senate Minority leader Schumer and House Minority leader Pelosi to
extend the federal debt ceiling by three months in combination with
implementation of a $7.4 billion federal disaster relief fund.
In bond markets, yields on the benchmark 10-Year U.S. Treasury note touched
their lowest levels of the year at 2.01% Friday morning, following New York
Federal Reserve President William Dudley’s acknowledgement that Hurricanes
Harvey and Irma “…could have effect on the timing of short-term rate
increases…” U.S. crude oil prices closed the week nearly flat at $47.56 a barrel
following a brief advance above $49.00 a barrel as refineries and pipelines
resumed operation in south Texas. In currency markets, the trade-weighted
dollar extended a downward trend this week which has been in place for the
entire year. Better economic growth in the euro zone and Japan, weak domestic
inflation and wage growth, and lowered expectations for meaningful pro-growth
fiscal reform from Washington have combined to pressure the greenback in 2017.
European Central Bank (ECB) head, Mario Draghi, announced the ECB cut inflation
forecasts for 2018 from 1.3% to 1.2%. Additionally, the ECB raised growth
expectations for the euro zone economy to 2.2% in 2017, up from a previous
figure of 1.9%. The ECB left interest rates and their bond-buying program
unchanged at their September meeting, however, Draghi signaled the ECB is likely
to have an announcement with regards to phasing out the bond-buying program
following their next meeting scheduled for October 26.
Turning to domestic economic data releases, the ISM Non-Manufacturing Index
registered a reading of 55.3 for the month of August, coming in near the midpoint
of the consensus range. All four components of the index registered strong
figures, led by new orders and business activity at 57.1 and 57.5, respectively. The
PMI services Index registered a similarly strong August, posting a figure of 56.0,
the strongest reading since November of 2016.
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As clean-up efforts begin for those in areas affected by Hurricane Harvey, eyes
cautiously watch the path of Hurricane Irma as it barrels towards Florida, already
leaving in its path vast destruction in the Caribbean. As storm preparations
continue, mandatory evacuations starting in the Florida Keys and Miami-Dade
County continue to expand across heavily populated areas. Irma, the strongest
storm in recent years to form in the open Atlantic, is expected to make landfall in
the U.S. early Sunday morning with very early estimates of economic losses
ranging from $135 billion to $200 billion.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
9/15/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
All three major U.S. equity averages made new all-time highs this week, as some of
the risk-averse sentiment of recent weeks subsided. Homeowners, businesses and
insurers in the Caribbean Sea, Florida and surrounding states assessed the damage
from Hurricane Irma’s destructive path. Early indications appear catastrophic
damage may be limited. Renewed optimism for U.S. tax reform materialized on
Wednesday based on comments from the Trump administration and Republican
Congressional leaders promising to put forth a plan within weeks. The S&P 500
Index advanced 1.6% led by shares of banks and energy service and equipment
stocks. Meanwhile the blue-chip Dow Jones Industrial Average surged 2.2% to
close Friday at a record high of 22,268.34. Newly formed DowDuPont Inc., along
with Intel Corp. and The Boeing Co. were three of the largest contributors to the
Dow’s weekly advance. In a sign of lower demand for “safe haven” assets, U.S.
government bond prices fell and yields on the ten-year U.S. Treasury note
advanced 0.15% to close the week at 2.20%.
On the economic front this week, the U.S. Labor Department provided investors
and policymakers with an update on the August inflation picture. Wholesale
producer prices ticked up in August, spurred by a nearly 10% increase in the cost of
gasoline in the wake of hurricanes Irma and Harvey. Yet, underlying inflation
remains muted, according to the Producer Price Index. Excluding the volatile
components of food, energy and trade services, core PPI rose 1.9% relative to
August of last year.
Headline consumer prices also rose slightly in August, driven by the largest increase
in rents since 2005 and offset somewhat by a significant slowdown in Medicare
costs. Overall medical care costs have risen just 1.9% over the past year. The core
Consumer Price Index (CPI), which also strips out food and energy, climbed 1.7%
over the twelve-month period ending in August. With annual inflation remaining
below the Federal Reserve’s 2.0% stated target, a growing number of analysts are
anticipating the central bank may not hike its federal funds rate again in 2017.
Despite improving growth in the second quarter and seemingly full employment,
the Fed has remained cautious on rate hikes given muted inflation. The bond
market’s attention will now turn to the Fed’s plans for shrinking its $4.2 trillion
balance sheet of U.S. Treasury bonds and mortgage-backed securities.
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On the demand side of the economy, August retail sales disappointed to end the
summer and were revised downward for both June and July. Consumers spent less
on cars, clothing and electronic devices relative to a month ago. While sales only
fell 0.2% in August, it was the largest decline in six months. The August sales dip
was partially due to the outsized weight of U.S. auto sales (about one fifth) in the
number, as auto dealer sales sank 1.6%. Excluding autos, retail sales picked up
0.2%, although that was mostly due to gas prices, which is a headwind for
consumers.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
9/22/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. equity indexes traded in a narrow range this week as stocks had muted
reactions to headline events including the Federal Reserve’s September meeting
and renewed tensions with North Korea. Apple Inc., the largest holding in the S&P
500 Index, weighed on the U.S. stock market. Shares of the technology giant fell
over 5.0% this week amid mixed reviews for the iPhone 8 and reports of cellular
connectivity issues with its new watch. U.S. Treasury bond prices fell slightly, as
yields on the 10-Year U.S. Treasury note climbed 0.06% to finish the week at
2.26%. This marks its highest weekly closing level since July 28, but is still
significantly lower than the 2017 closing high of 2.63% on March 13.
The Federal Reserve on Wednesday set the stage for a balance-sheet reduction
that marked a path towards normalizing the nation's monetary policy. In a
statement published Wednesday afternoon, the Fed cited a labor market that has
"continued to strengthen" and economic activity that has "been rising moderately
so far this year" in its assessment that the U.S. stands on solid footing for the Fed
to begin trimming its $4.5 trillion balance sheet. The gradual unwinding of the
nearly ten year old stimulus program is expected to start in October, with the Fed
planning to shrink its balance sheet by up to a combined $10 billion of Treasury
bonds and mortgage-backed securities each month. This amount will increase
until $50 billion per month is shed from the Fed’s books.
The Senate passed the annual defense policy bill this week, raising defense
spending to $700 billion, slightly above the Trump administration’s proposed
military spending. The Senate’s bill will head to the House-Senate conference
committee next to resolve differences between the House and Senate bills before
sending the legislation to the president. Defense stocks responded favorably to
the legislation. The S&P 500 Aerospace and Defense industry index gained close
to 3.0% this week.
U.S. homebuilding fell for a second straight month in August as a rebound in the
construction of single-family homes was offset by weakness in the volatile
multifamily home segment. Housing starts slipped 0.8% to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 1.18 million units according to the Commerce Department. U.S.
home resales also fell to their lowest level in a year in August as Hurricane Harvey
depressed activity in Houston. A persistent shortage of properties on the market
also sidelined buyers. Existing home sales decreased 1.7% to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 5.35 million units last month. This marks the third straight monthly
decline in sales reported by the National Association of Realtors (NAR), and the
lowest level since August 2016. The NAR stated that Harvey, which struck Texas
in the last week of August, resulted in Houston-area sales falling 25% on a yearover-year basis. Excluding the Houston metropolitan area, existing home sales
would have been unchanged in August.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

LATEST 3MO PRIOR CHANGE

Housing Starts (Millions Annualized)

1.18
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5.35
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REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK

1MO AGO 1YR AGO

LATEST

New Home Sales (Thousands Annualized)

571

Conf. Board Consumer Confidence

122.9

Durable Goods Orders
Core PCE Index (YoY)
Personal Spending

-6.8%
1.4%
0.3%

Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
9/29/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The S&P 500, NASDAQ Composite and Russell 2000 Index touched all-time
closing highs this week, as the eight-and-a-half year bull market forged ahead.
On Tuesday, Federal Reserve chair Janet Yellen delivered the keynote address at
an economic policy conference in Cleveland in which she stated, “low inflation
likely reflects factors whose influence should fade over time.” Yellen repeated she
expects inflation to return to the Fed’s 2.0% target rate as further labor market
tightening brings wage increases. As such, she reiterated her view that it would be
imprudent to delay monetary tightening until inflation is back at 2.0%. The Fed
chair’s comments likely helped push yields on the ten-year U.S Treasury briefly
above 2.35% on Thursday. She acknowledged, however, that the muted wage
growth of recent years is tied to low productivity growth. Finally, she confirmed
that the central bank will gradually begin to unwind its $4.5 trillion balance sheet
in October.
U.S. economic growth was revised higher for the second quarter to an annualized
growth rate of 3.1% up from the prior 3.0% annualized rate. The 3.1% growth rate
is the fastest pace since the first quarter of 2015. The revisions to growth came
from stronger-than-expected consumer spending, led by outlays on housing,
utilities, prescription drugs and cellphone services. Nonresidential fixed
investment was up 6.7%, offsetting a 7.3% decline in residential investment. The
current pace would need to be sustained or surpassed in the third and fourth
quarters in order to achieve 3.0% growth for all of 2017. Analysts currently
anticipate a weak reading for third quarter GDP followed by a rebound in the
autumn and winter quarters as the effects of the recent hurricanes dissipate.
Initial claims for state unemployment benefits increased 12,000 to a seasonally
adjusted 272,000 for the week ended September 23. In states most affected by
the recent storms, unadjusted claims for Florida rose by 8,160 last week, while
filings in Texas fell by 8,218.
New home sales fell sharply for the month of August to a 560,000 annualized
rate versus 571,000 in July and 614,000 in June. Sales in the Southern U.S. fell
4.7%, while those in the West and Northeast were down 2.6% and 2.7%,
respectively. The weakness looks likely to extend into September as the effect of
recent hurricanes continues to impact the South.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

LATEST 3MO PRIOR CHANGE
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ISM Manufacturing

58.8

Non-Farm Payrolls (Thousands)

156

Initial Jobless Claims (Thousands)

272

Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.

U.S. durable goods orders increased 1.7% in August versus a 1.0% expected
increase. New orders for capital goods increased more than expected in August
while shipments maintained their upward trend, pointing to strength in the
economy. Business spending on equipment added roughly 0.5% to GDP in the
third quarter, the most in two years. Capital expenditures have been driven by the
energy sector, where oil and gas drilling has bounced back after falling due to the
decline in crude oil prices. Business spending could advance further depending on
the Trump administration's overhaul of the tax code.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
10/13/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
As bond yields fell on weaker-than-expected inflation, U.S. equities posted modest
gains to end the week at a record high. The week was relatively light in terms of
economic data reports until Friday when retail sales figures, consumer price index
numbers, and the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index were released.
The minutes from the last Federal Open Market Committee meeting came out
Wednesday, revealing very little in the way of new information about the Fed’s
plan for monetary policy in the coming months. With few macroeconomic data
releases until today, corporate headlines took the spotlight for much of the week.
On Tuesday, shares of Wal-Mart Stores Inc. climbed 4.5% after the company said
that it expected its e-commerce sales to balloon 40% in the next fiscal year. The
biggest rally in the company’s shares in the last twelve months was also driven by
the announcement that the hypermarket plans to add 1,000 online-grocery
locations. Shares of Citigroup Inc. and JPMorgan Chase & Co. both suffered losses
on Thursday despite both companies beating top and bottom line consensus
estimates. While trading revenue was lower for both firms during the third quarter,
it was actually the increase in charge-offs and loan-loss provisions tied to credit
cards that garnered most investors’ attention, especially for Citigroup.
On the macroeconomic front, data from consumers and the labor market
continued to support the narrative that the economy remains on a steady growth
path. Consumer Sentiment as measured by the University of Michigan’s survey
surged higher in the preliminary October reading, climbing to 101.1 from 95.1 in
September. Rising consumer sentiment was driven by improved confidence in both
current conditions and future expectations. Some of that increase is likely due to a
persistently strong job market and relatively benign inflation. That said, inflation
expectations as measured by the survey did creep lower. Given recent concerns
expressed by some Fed officials that inflation expectations have become
unanchored, it is worth monitoring the inflation component of this report in
coming months.
The consumer price index advanced 0.5% in September from the prior month, but
failed to hit the median economist’s estimate. Meanwhile, the core measure
(excluding food and energy) barely budged, suggesting much of the increase in the
headline number was spurred by energy prices. While retail sales and consumer
sentiment continue to be robust, realized inflation and expected future inflation
remain weak. With consumers seemingly already stretching their budget, one has
to wonder how much higher the Fed can push rates.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR
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Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
10/20/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Rising expectations for tax legislation helped domestic stocks, bond yields and the
dollar move higher Friday after the Senate passed a budget proposal for next fiscal
year. Republicans unlocked the reconciliation procedure since both the Senate and
House passed budgets. Reconciliation will make it easier for Republicans to pass
tax legislation through a simple 51-vote majority in the Senate instead of the usual
60 votes, and it prohibits filibustering. The S&P 500 reached an intra-day record
Friday as the financial sector led the market with a gain of 1.2%. The U.S. 10-year
treasury yield finished the week at 2.38%, its highest close since July.
On Tuesday two Senators reached a bipartisan agreement to extend cost-sharing
payments to insurance providers for two years. Last week, President Trump said the
payments would stop given they had no legal basis since the Obama
administration implemented them without congressional approval. The agreement
was a relief for the insurance industry because insurers have said they would
experience losses without the payments under the Affordable Care Act program
which would force them to raise premiums. The S&P 500 sub-industry managed
health care index responded favorably to the news with a 3.7% gain.
Sales of previously owned homes rose slightly in September, reflecting a rebound
in home sales in hurricane-ravaged Houston. Existing-home sales rose 0.7% from a
month earlier to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 5.39 million units, according
to the National Association of Realtors. In August, existing-home sales fell to their
lowest level in a year, spurred mostly by a sharp drop in Houston home sales and a
shortage of homes on the market. But in September, Houston’s existing-home
sales rebounded by 4.0%, boosting the overall sales figure. Despite this monthly
increase, existing-home sales fell 1.5% in September from a year earlier. Analysts
expect that sales in the hurricane-affected areas will rebound further once delays in
sales fade. Overall housing sector growth has been weighed down in recent
quarters by lack of supply, as the number of previously owned properties on the
market has not kept up with demand.
China reported third-quarter growth data Thursday that met expectations, but was
a tad lower than the second quarter's 6.9% expansion. The country's National
Bureau of Statistics said its third-quarter GDP growth was 6.8% compared to the
same period last year. This came a day after President Xi Jinping made grand
promises for China’s economic future during the nation’s 19th National Congress
of the Communist Party. A statement from the statistics bureau painted a picture
of steadily positive economic development in the first three quarters. No major
policy changes are expected out of the twice-a-decade party congress, which is
widely expected to reappoint Xi as General Secretary. The party also will name a
Standing Committee, the country's ruling inner circle of power, in preparation for
installing a new government in early 2018.
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Price returns as of the last available closing data. Source data: Bloomberg and
Morningstar are believed to be correct but not verified.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
10/27/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
A heavy batch of corporate earnings results greeted investors this week, as 186
companies in the S&P 500 Index reported third quarter results over the last five
days. On Wednesday, the S&P 500 and the Dow posted their largest one-day
declines in more than seven weeks, driven by a string of disappointing earnings.
Fast-casual burrito chain Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc. and chip maker Advanced
Micro Devices Inc. were the two largest detractors. Chipotle fell 15.0% on the
week after posting lower-than-expected earnings and disappointing sales growth
trends on Tuesday. AMD beat expectations, yet management’s uninspiring fourth
quarter guidance caused shares to decline 14.3% this week. Earnings reports
bounced back significantly on Thursday, led by three of the world’s largest
technology companies. Amazon.com Inc., Microsoft Corp, and Alphabet Inc. all
surpassed profit expectations driving their stocks higher on Friday by 13.2%,
6.4%, and 4.3%, respectively. Apple Inc. shares were higher after the company
announced pre-orders for the iPhone X were “off the charts.” The tech-heavy
Nasdaq composite rose to a record high on Friday driven by the strong results of
these technology giants. The rise adds to a standout year for the tech sector; up
roughly 34% this year, more than double the advance of the wider index.
The U.S. economy expanded at an annualized rate of 3.0% in the third quarter
which was above forecasts; according to a Bloomberg survey, the median
economists’ projection was 2.6%. Despite the hit from hurricanes Harvey and
Irma, the report indicated demand from consumers and businesses remained
robust. The report was led by personal consumption which expanded at a 2.4%
pace and by durable spending, up 8.3% for the quarter as hurricane replacement
vehicles played a role. One of the few weaknesses for the quarter was a 6.0%
contraction in residential investment. Nonresidential investment, on the other
hand, rose by 3.9%.
U.S. consumers remained optimistic, as the University of Michigan’s Consumer
Sentiment index jumped to a mid-October reading of 100.7, its highest reading
since 2004. Low unemployment and income gains boosted consumers’
confidence, while low inflation helped their purchasing power. Jobless claims
remained low for the week of October 21, coming in slightly below expectations
at 233,000 compared to a consensus estimate of 235,000. Unemployment claims
from hurricane-affected areas appeared to have leveled, excluding Puerto Rico
where claims increased to 3,242.
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New home sales surged 18.9% in September to a 667,000 annualized rate,
offering hope that the housing market has regained speed after stalling in recent
months. This was the largest monthly percentage gain in roughly 28 years and is
the highest level since October 2007. New home sales, which are drawn from
permits, are volatile on a month-to-month basis. The housing market has
produced mixed results much of the year, amid shortages of homes available for
sale, skilled labor, and land for use.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
11/3/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The three major U.S. equity averages pushed higher this week, highlighted by the
Nasdaq Composite’s 0.9% gain on the strength of well-received quarterly results
from Apple Inc. and Friday’s rumors of a merger between chip-maker giants
Qualcomm Inc. and Broadcom Ltd. On Capitol Hill, Republicans in the House of
Representatives released their widely anticipated tax bill which reduces the U.S.
corporate tax rate to 20% from 35%, reduces the number of individual tax
brackets from seven to four (12%, 25%, 35% and 39.6%), cuts the mortgage
reduction in half for new homes and preserves state and local tax deductions.
Terrorism again reared its ugly head on Tuesday, as an Uzbekistan national killed
eight in lower Manhattan after driving a rented pick-up truck down a bike path.
About 27% of S&P 500 companies reported quarterly results this week,
highlighted by social network Facebook Inc. and iPhone-maker, Apple Inc.
Facebook reported a 79% increase in net income to $4.7 billion from the same
period a year ago, while Apple’s fourth quarter revenue of $52.6 billion exceeded
the median Bloomberg forecast of $50.7 billion. Apple shares climbed 5.8% on
the week, while Facebook gained 0.6%.
In central bank news, President Trump officially appointed current Fed governor
Jerome Powell to be the next Federal Reserve chair. Meanwhile, the Bank of
England hiked interest rates for the first time since 2007 amid a backdrop of rising
inflation.
Turning to economic data, this morning’s employment report for October
released by the Department of Labor pointed to a rebound in non-farm payrolls
following a bleak September report. The U.S. labor market added 261,000 jobs in
October, coming in below the consensus estimate. While the jobs number
seemed somewhat disappointing, this figure was offset by 90,000 of upward
revisions to the prior two months’ data. The labor market continues to tighten as
the pool of available workers dropped sharply, and the labor force participation
rate decreased 400 basis points to 62.7%. The unemployment rate ticked down
to 4.1%, a decline of seven tenths of a percentage point this year. Wage inflation
stalled as average hourly earnings were flat for the month, following 0.5% gains in
both August and September. In October, the year-over-year wage gains slowed to
2.4%. The tightness in the supply of labor combined with persistent demand begs
the question of whether or not wage growth can remain tepid for much longer.
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Despite coming up shy of the 13-year high of 60.8 in September, the ISM
Manufacturing Index posted another strong reading of 58.7 in October, beating
economists’ consensus estimate for a fifth consecutive month. Input prices
remain under pressure and delivery times continue to lengthen, as effects of the
hurricanes continue to weigh on the economy. The report points to expanding
business conditions as new orders, production, employment, order backlogs and
export orders all grew in October. Of the 18 manufacturing industries, 16 reported
growth for the month of October, with two reporting the same level of activity as
September.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
11/10/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. stocks fell this week, as the details of and adjustments to the new tax bill
drove headlines and overall market sentiment. The S&P 500 Index declined 0.2%
and the Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped 0.5% to close the week at 23,422.
The financial sector was hit the hardest amid concerns of the progress on the
Republican-led tax bill. Oil touched highs not seen in over two years against a
backdrop of increased political tensions in Saudi Arabia. Brent crude oil futures
reached $64.54 on Tuesday before retracting some of those gains later in the
week, settling at $63.62 on Friday. In the bond market, yields on the ten-year U.S
Treasury climbed 0.07% or seven basis points to 2.40%, as Friday’s release of
stronger-than-expected manufacturing production data from the United Kingdom
drove government bond yields higher across the developed world.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR
JOLTS (Millions)
Consumer Credit (Billions)
U. of Mich. Consumer Sentiment

INDEX

The U.S. labor market appears to be in good condition as jobs openings stayed
above 6 million in September, rising slightly to a near record high of 6.09 million.
This is the first time in the history of the data series that job openings have
eclipsed 6 million for four consecutive months. The so-called quits rate of nongovernment employees remained near a record high of 2.4% in September. An
elevated and increasing quits rate is generally a positive sign for faster wage
growth, which has been disappointing for the last few years. Effects of Hurricanes
Irma and Harvey were felt once again, as openings in accommodations and food
services fell 111,000, the largest such decline since 2001. However, demand for
business services employees jumped to 1.19 million, the highest level in over a year.

DJ Industrial Average

Weekly initial jobless claims were 10,000 higher than anticipated, coming in at
239,000 for the week ended November 4. However, the four-week moving
average, which tends to smooth out anomalies in week-to-week reports, fell to
231,250, the lowest level seen since March of 1973. The surprise increase this week
was attributed to the continued recovery of Puerto Rico, as the government is
better able to process claims and work through a backlog.

REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK

U.S. consumer sentiment fell in early November, though the index remained at the
second highest level of 2017. The University of Michigan’s index of consumer
attitudes dropped to 97.8, below the expectations of 100.7. The measure rose to
100.7on October 13, the highest level since 2004, but has been consistently
declining since then. Anticipation of an uptick in inflation and higher interest rates
weighed on the reading, though a record number of Americans mentioned an
improving jobs market. The results show that consumers may be dissecting
whether or not income gains will be enough to offset the increase in borrowing
costs for home and auto purchases.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
11/17/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Global markets experienced a defensive move away from riskier assets in the first
few days of the week as stocks and high yield bonds fell while government bonds
rose. Falling commodity prices, uncertainty over the U.S. tax bill, and declining
support for UK Prime Minister Theresa May among her Conservative Party
weighed on investor sentiment. The energy sector’s weekly decline of more than
3.0% caused it to be the largest detractor from the S&P 500. The price of oil and
energy stocks fell in response to the International Energy Agency’s reduction in its
forecast for crude oil demand in 2018.
Stocks rebounded on Thursday after the House of Representatives passed the
most sweeping tax overhaul in three decades. This marked a significant step
towards GOP lawmakers’ goals of enacting $1.5 trillion in tax cuts for businesses
and individuals and delivering the first major legislative achievement of President
Donald Trump’s tenure. The swift approval came two weeks after the bill was
unveiled, without a single hearing on the 400-plus page legislation and over the
objections of Democrats and 13 Republicans. The House plan would permanently
reduce the corporate tax rate to 20% from 35%, along with other tweaks aiming
to make businesses more competitive. It would reduce the number of individual
tax brackets to four (from the current seven) and make changes to several tax
breaks. The focus now shifts to the Senate, where Republicans are quickly moving
ahead with their own tax overhaul which differs in substantial ways from the
House bill.
On the economic data front, U.S. home building jumped to a one-year high last
month as disruptions caused by recent hurricanes in southern regions faded, and
communities started replacing houses damaged by flooding. According to the
Commerce Department, housing starts surged 13.7% to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 1.29 million units in October, marking the highest level since
October 2016. September's sales pace was also revised up to 1.135 million units
from the previously reported 1.127 million units. Home building activity in the
South, which accounts for almost half of U.S. residential construction, plummeted
in the aftermath of Hurricanes Harvey and Irma, which slammed Texas and Florida
in late August and early September. Housing starts have now risen 2.4% year to
date, largely because fewer apartment complexes are being built. Construction of
single-family houses has driven much of the growth this year, a sign of greater
demand from buyers in a healthy job market.
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Third quarter economic growth for the eurozone and Japan were reported this
week. The eurozone’s economy grew 2.5% year over year which marked the
eurozone’s highest growth rate since the first quarter of 2011. Japan’s economy
expanded 1.7% year over year. The third quarter was the seventh straight quarter
of positive growth for Japan, its longest streak in 16 years.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
11/24/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. equity averages pushed higher this holiday-shortened week, as the Dow
Jones Industrial Average and S&P 500 Index both advanced 0.9% on the week.
Fed Chair Janet Yellen tendered her resignation from the central bank’s Board
of Governors upon the forthcoming swearing in of her successor Jerome
Powell. Across the Atlantic, negotiations aimed at forming a coalition
government in Germany collapsed in the face of disagreement about
immigration policy. German Chancellor Angela Merkel indicated she would
prefer to explore a fresh round of elections moving forward.
The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) met this week and agreed
unanimously to keep its benchmark rate unchanged. Looking forward to the
December 2017 FOMC meeting and beyond, hawks cited the risk of a pickup in
inflation in a full employment economy, supporting near-term rate hikes.
Doves argued further rate hikes could make attainment of the Fed’s 2.0%
percent inflation target difficult with the current weak state of price trends in
various consumer sectors. A third rate hike in 2017 at the December meeting
appears likely based on strong employment and industrial production data
combined with accommodating financial conditions.
Consumer sentiment continued its upward trend in October with a reading of
98.5 from the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index, up from the
prior 97.8. The report's strength was driven by consumers' expectations for
gains in income and employment. Inflation expectations remained low, at
2.5% for 2018 and 2.4% for the 5-year outlook. Retailers might be well
positioned to benefit from elevated consumer confidence, as Black Friday
shopping reports signaled consumers were spending more than the last two
holiday seasons.
Earlier this week, the Conference Board indicated its Leading Economic Index
rose 1.2% in October as the effect of the hurricanes in the south faded.
According to Bloomberg, the six-month annualized LEI rose 5.9% by the end
of October. The strength of the combined readings suggests that the outlook
for near-term growth in the economy is positive. The largest positive
contributor to the leading index was low jobless claims, providing yet another
indication of a strong labor market.
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Oil prices rose over the past five days as Russia and OPEC moved to extend
supply cuts. The price of WTI crude oil futures looked poised to close at their
highest level since August 31, 2015. Energy shares were higher today on the
increased oil prices, but information technology companies led the market
higher on a day with very light trading volume. According to a Bloomberg
report, trading activity in the S&P 500 was about 45% lower than the 30-day
average for the time of day.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
12/1/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The last week of November was not short on activity, as Congress wound their
way towards a vote on a tax cut bill, North Korea fired another long-range missile,
and OPEC agreed to extend its crude oil production cuts to the end of 2018.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR

Federal Reserve Bank Chair, had his Senate nomination hearing. Finally, on Friday,
former National Security Advisor Michael Flynn pleaded guilty to lying to the FBI
about his communications with the Russian government.

GDP (Annualized)

Despite the deluge of headlines, the Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 2.9%
and the S&P 500 Index climbed 1.5% for the week. Meanwhile, the technologyheavy Nasdaq Composite declined 0.6%, weighed down by shares of microchip
makers and what appeared to be a sector rotation away from areas of the market
exhibiting higher levels of growth. In fixed income markets, yields on the
benchmark U.S. 10-year Treasury bond rose sharply beginning Wednesday to
touch 2.44% on Thursday before falling back to close the week at 2.36%.
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The second reading of third quarter U.S. GDP came in stronger than the advance
estimate, seeing an upward revision of 30 basis points to an annualized rate of
3.3%. This figure was right in line with the consensus estimate. The increase was
driven by upward revisions to government spending, nonresidential fixed
investment, and inventory builds. These revisions more than offset a 0.1%
downward revision in consumer spending from the initial 2.4% annualized rate to
2.3%, driven primarily by a dampened demand for durable goods.
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Complementing the strong GDP report, the domestic manufacturing industry
continues to emit signs of broad-based strength. The ISM Manufacturing Index
posted a reading of 58.2 in November, a slight decrease from the previous month,
but still well into expansion territory. Arguably the brightest spot in the report
comes from an improvement in delivery times, which despite pulling the

REPORTS DUE NEXT WEEK

hurricanes caused delivery times to increase sharply. Other strong components of
the index include steady backlog orders as well as production, which jumped
4.8% to 63.9 in November.
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Consumers continue to remain upbeat about the economy, with the Conference
This reading was well above the consensus estimate of 124.5, and was the second
consecutive 17-year high for the index. Consumers remain bullish on the equity
markets, with 46.0% expecting stocks prices to increase over the course of the
next twelve months. Those expecting equities to sell-off decreased to 19.0% from
22.7% in October. The report also points to widespread confidence in the labor
market, as only 16.9% of participants described jobs as difficult to get. Optimists
on the jobs outlook more than double the number of pessimists, coming in at
22.6% and 11.0%, respectively. These numbers point to healthy labor market
conditions ahead of the November employment report to be released next week.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
12/8/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The first full week of December started strong for markets, as U.S. stocks rallied
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Industrial Average (DJIA) opened Monday morning at a new all-time high of
24,416. Global equities then slumped mid-week amid concerns that the U.S.
official recognition of Jerusalem as capital of Israel could spark violent protests
across the Middle East. Buying momentum reemerged on Thursday and Friday
driven by an agreement between President Trump and Congressional leaders to
fund the federal government for another two weeks, coupled with a healthy
November payrolls report.
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For the week, the S&P 500 Index and DJIA both advanced 0.4%, while the
Nasdaq Composite posted a small decline of 0.1%. Industrial, financial and
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Saturday morning. The Senate bill will now be reconciled with the House of

major merger in the healthcare industry was unveiled Monday, as retail pharmacy
and benefits manager CVS Health Corp. announced a $69 billion acquisition of
health insurer Aetna Inc., subject to regulatory approval. In commodities
markets, crude oil prices dipped 1.8% after the American Petroleum Institute
reported that U.S. gasoline inventories unexpectedly grew by more than 9 million
barrels last week. Despite a number of hacks and criticism in recent weeks,
Bitcoin, a decentralized, digital cryptocurrency, surged above the $15,000 mark
for the first time after closing last week below $11,000. On the year, bitcoin
prices have climbed more than 1500%, generating plenty of volatility and media
buzz along the way.
On Friday morning, the Department of Labor reported U.S. employers added
228,000 jobs in November, ahead of the 195,000 expected. Meanwhile, the
unemployment rate stayed unchanged at 4.1%. U.S. manufacturing workers saw
record low unemployment of 2.6%, marking its first time below 3.0%. Latino
unemployment also saw record lows of 4.7%, as did people aged 25 and older
without a high school diploma. Additionally, adjusting for age and gender, the
employment rate is nearly where it was immediately before the recession of
2007-2008. This marks the sixth time in the last nine years that November
nonfarm payrolls have exceeded expectations. The data was not without a few
weak notes, however, as October payroll additions were revised down by 17,000
jobs to 244,000. The biggest disappointment of the report was continuing slow
wage growth, up only 2.5% from last year and lower than expectations of 2.7%.
Sluggish wage growth in recent years has kept broad year-over-year consumer
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
12/15/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Domestic investors focused this week on the Federal Reserve’s meeting and
developments with the Republican tax bill. Republicans moved closer to
reconciling tax bills from the Senate and House of Representatives after
making last-minute changes including increasing the child tax credit to satisfy
a concern raised by Senator Marco Rubio. Final votes in both congressional
chambers are expected next week. Republicans are eager for a vote this year
before Democrat Doug Jones of Alabama is sworn into the Senate early next
year. Jones’ win over Republican Roy Moore was considered an upset since
Alabama has voted heavily Republican the last several years. His win will
reduce the Republicans’ Senate majority to 51-49 from 52-48. Tax legislation
passage is still uncertain and the outcome will not be known until the final
votes are cast.
As expected, the Fed raised short-term interest rates for the third time this
year and the fifth time since the recession. Two Fed officials voted against
raising rates, citing weak inflation. Fed officials forecasted three more rate
increases next year and raised their 2018 economic growth projection to 2.5%
from 2.1%. Tax policy change was cited as a factor for their stronger growth
projection. Treasury yields remain tight, as the ten-year remains in its
narrowest range since 1965. Low U.S. rate volatility has been driven by a low
dispersion of economic activity and high predictability of Fed monetary policy
given forward guidance. The Fed also released their Summary of Economic
Projections, or SEP. The report projects an unemployment rate of 3.9% at the
end of 2018, below the current level of 4.1%. This estimate came in below
their long-run estimate of unemployment at 4.6%. New York Fed President
William Dudley noted, “A particular risk of late and fast is that the
unemployment rate could significantly undershoot the level consistent with
price stability.” Some maintain reservations that the Fed will have to employ
more restrictive monetary policy in order to curb inflation caused be low
unemployment.
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 2.2% year over year in November. A
9.5% jump in energy prices provided a superficial boost to the headline CPI
number. Core CPI, which excludes the volatile energy and food components,
remained below the Fed’s 2.0% inflation target with a 1.7% increase. The Fed’s
preferred inflation metric, the Personal Consumption Expenditures index, also
remains below 2.0%.
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Consumer spending appeared strong as shoppers prepared for the holiday
shopping season with the release of the retail sales report this week. Retail
sales increased 0.8% in November, far above the 0.3% increase expected.
Auto sales were the one weak spot for the report, down 0.2%. Excluding auto
sales total retail sales rose a strong 1% over the prior month.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
12/22/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
President Donald Trump signed the Republican-led $1.5 trillion tax-overhaul bill
on Friday, delivering a major tax cut to U.S. corporations along with tax cuts for
other businesses and most individuals. The bill also doubles the standard
deduction and places tighter limits on state and local tax deductions. The
legislation slashes the corporate tax rate to 21% from 35% and cuts individual
tax rates across the board.
The S&P 500 ticked up slightly by 0.3% for the week as investors digested the
new tax overhaul Congress passed. The U.S. 10-year Treasury yield increased by
roughly 13 basis points (or 0.13%), finishing at 2.48% for the week. U.S. crude
oil prices advanced 1.8% while digital currency bitcoin plummeted 18.7% on
the week.
The final reading for third quarter U.S. GDP came in at 3.2% vs. 3.3% expected.
The 3.2% growth is the fastest pace in over two years. Growth was driven by
increased business spending which rose 4.7%, a constructive build in
inventories, and an improvement in net exports. GDP growth in coming
months could get a slight lift from the substantial tax overhaul passed by
Congress this week as most economists forecast a modest economic boost
from the tax cuts. Growth in consumer spending, which accounts for more
than two-thirds of the U.S. economy, was revised down to 2.2%.
U.S. single-family home starts and permits surged above their ten-year highs in
November, a hopeful sign for a housing market that has been hobbled by
supply constraints so far this year. Single-family homebuilding, which accounts
for the largest share of the housing market, jumped 5.3% to a rate of 930,000
units. That was the highest level since September 2007. U.S. home sales also
increased more than expected last month, hitting their highest level in nearly
eleven years. The report on Wednesday from the National Association of
Realtors showed existing home sales surged 5.6% to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 5.81 million units last month amid continued recovery in areas in
the South ravaged by recent hurricanes. To round out a positive week for
housing, sales of new U.S. single-family homes unexpectedly rose in
November, hitting their highest level in more than ten years.
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In the manufacturing sector, new orders for durable goods made in the U.S. fell
in November after four straight months of increases, however, gains in
shipments suggest that business spending on equipment should remain strong
in the fourth quarter. Orders for non-defense capital goods excluding aircraft, a
proxy for business spending plans, fell 0.1% last month. Data for October was
revised to show that core capital goods orders jumped 0.8% vs. the previously
reported 0.3% gain.
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FINANCIAL MARKET UPDATE
12/29/17

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
U.S. equity markets managed a soft landing in the holiday-shortened final trading
week of 2017. The blue-chip Dow Jones Industrial Average and S&P 500 Index
declined 0.1% and 0.3%, respectively on the week. After last week’s race to pass
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, this week saw muted headlines, light trading
volumes, and narrow trading ranges for the major U.S. equity averages. Bond
prices notched gains and the yield on the benchmark ten-year U.S. Treasury bond
fell 0.07% to close the week at 2.41%, as confidence among U.S. consumers
cooled off in December. The trade-weighted U.S. dollar weakened approximately
1.3% for the week, as the euro strengthened from $1.186 to $1.199 over the last
five days. The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index declined 8.6% in 2017 after climbing
24.3% from 2014 to 2016.
After reaching a seventeen-year high, the Conference Board’s Consumer
Confidence Index slipped to 122.1 in December from a revised 128.6 in November
and 126.2 in October. The final reading of the year came in well below the
consensus estimate of 128.0. The decrease was driven by a less optimistic shortterm outlook for job prospects and business conditions. The share of consumers
expecting business conditions to improve over the next six months declined from
23.1% to 20.2%, while those anticipating worsening business conditions ticked up
from 6.7% to 9.2%. Consumers’ current assessment of the labor market was
mixed; those claiming jobs are “plentiful” dropped to 35.7 percent from 37.5
percent, while those claiming jobs are “hard to get” decreased from 16.8 percent
to a 16-year low of 15.2 percent.
The cold spell gripping large swathes of the country has driven U.S. natural gas
future prices 12.9% higher over the last two weeks. Analysts expect a significant
increase in heating-driven demand and subsequent drawdown of supplies in
coming weeks. Despite the cold temperatures, U.S. consumers have not shied
away from spending on retail items this holiday season. A recent Wall Street
Journal article cited Mastercard SpendingPulse data indicating total retail sales,
excluding automobiles, grew 4.9% from November 1 to December 24 this year
compared to 3.7% over the same period last year.
Following months of negotiations, a group led by Japanese technology giant
SoftBank Group Corp. succeeded in a tender offer to acquire an 18% stake in ridesharing firm Uber Technologies from investors and employees. The $8.7 billion
deal values the U.S. startup at $48 billion, a steep discount to its most recent
valuation of $68 billion. The funding will help solidify the balance sheet, support
investments in technology, and continue to fuel growth at the firm leading up to
a possible IPO as early as 2019. The deal comes at a critical time for Uber, as the
firm has undergone sweeping corporate changes following the contested
departure of co-founder and CEO Travis Kalanick and efforts of recently
appointed Chief Executive Dara Khosrowshahi to improve the firm’s corporate
governance and culture.
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